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INTRODUCTION.

The First -Grade,Reading Group study is bn experimental examination of

teaching behaviors and their effects in first-grade reading groups. The specific

teaching behavior-7s of interest are those defined by an instructional model for

small group instruction (summarized inthe appendix). The model consists of

several principles which. previous research and experience had suggested as

being associated with learning,gains in children,-especially work done in the

Early, Childhood program of tfte Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (1973)

and the'Texes Teacher Effectiveness Project (Brophy and Evertson, Note I).

The principles in the instructional model were presented to a group of

,first-grade teachers who were asked to implement theM in their teaching. A

)
comparable group of teachers who did not see 'the prtnciples were asked to teach

as they normally dj . Both groups are being'obserYed, and information about

their teaching is recorded with the use of thecoding system described here.

When observations are completed, the data will be,,correlated with the learning

,.gains of the children to determine if the hypothesized relationships of teacher
# *.

_behaviors to child learning are.abserved.

r- .

The codirig syste5,used to .collect this datp was designed specifically for

this study, afthougH several categories were adapted from fheBrophy-Good Dyadic

Interaction Coding System (Brophy and4Ood, 1970) .0 The coding system for the .

present study is a criterion-referenced measure, in that it focuses on particular
. , ,

/behaviors.of importance in this study. It is
,
not intended as a system appro-

priate for every classroom study, althoLigh parts of it'are applicable for gener51
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use jn the early grades. Its prima ry purpose is the collection of ,data to .

test a specific set of hypotheses, those derived from the instructional model.

Th- is coding system is to be used only in reading groups and only to'

measure public encounters between the teacher and individual members of the

.class. There are two kinds of forms used, a high-inference and,a low-inference

coding sheet' (see appendix)., On the hig -inference Ore are checklists and

rating scales describing various events which do not involve interactions

between a teacher and a single child within the context of the reading grOup.

4The 16w-inference sheet is used to describe each step in an/Interaction between

the teacher and an individual child within the context,of the reading group.

This involves both academic interactions and behavior Cinteractions.

The first page is considered to be "highintereqc because most of the

measures require an oVerall .evaluation of'events s ch as transitions, ex-
,

planations, and overviews, while the "low - inference" coding Sheet invorves

checking categories to describe gory step taken in an interaction, without

imposing judgment:as1-6 appropriateness'or effectiveness. The latter is more

descriptive than ;judgmen-tai a 4Anferential ./

bne end only one high-inference sheet is to be complete for each group

=- observed. There is no limit to the-nUmber of lovt-infer ce sheets used,

,

ince these_ represent ongoing interactions which II vary in number and length.

A new low-inferente coding sheet should be started for each new group and fix-

each change of context within a group. Both sheets may be used simultaneously,

once a given low-inference sheet is started.for a group.
\

The identification information att e top of the forms should be completed

IL

7
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3.

for each page. This includes the names or code numbers of the teacher, school,

reading group, date, start time and stop time of observation, coder's initials,

addition,and the number of children in the group. In the lowinference sheet

-must contain the group order (such as "first seen out of three groups") and

the academic context of the lesson (these categories are desCrited in a later

section).

Throughout,,the coding manual, in Order to avoid confusion of pronouns,

"she"' will refer to'the teacher, "heq,to the student, and "she/he" to the

coder.

Note: 'To- facilitate understanding, it is recommeided that readers

first review the instructional model and study the coding sheets in the.

Appendix., Because the coding syst m is designed to measure teacher ,

implementation of the instructiona model given in the Appendix, the

rationales underlying each aspect of e coding will be more apparent-

.

i-f readers are familiar with the model.

I
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PART

Using the High - inference Coding Sheet

Information is recorded on this sheet about the following:

I. Attention-getting during transitions and in the reading
group ,

2. The use of an overview to precede thl leson

3. 'Breaking up the group for academk reasons

4. The use of a student as a model

5. Appropriateness of seating

6. Demonstrations,and explanations

7. Presentations of new wore

8. Choral responses ;end group call outs

9. Uhdesirable questions

svi
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Time measures

The total time elapsed during coding is kept by noting the start time_and .

stop time on the 'high inference Sheeil. The start time is the beginning of

any transition to reading gr and the stop time is taken when the group

is dimissed. (The stop time fO-the high-inference sheet will be the same

as*that on the last page of low-inference coding, but the start times will

always be different, sihcelsome coding is done with the high-inference sheet

before the low-inference sheet becomes applicable.)

Other time measures taken on this coding sheet are described in the
lf

section,on attention-getting under the heading "Time elapsed before. beginning,

of groLip lesson."

I: Attention-getting during Transitions_ and in the Reading Group

. /
ATTENTION-GETTING

TRANSITIONS:

6

yes no I

I. individ7 outine

4k I. bell 2. group is ignal
2. lights 1. 3. other
3. verbal

time to group

time to T.

beyond

routine

4. Indivisi-routine after signal
5. other

total number

no individ-corrective
3-child attending 1 2 3 4 5

0% 100%,

IN-GROUP;

time to lesson

no. of iodiv/
dorrect_

% child attending
I 2 3 4 5

0% 100%

41/

yes no

I. bell

2. lights

3. verbal

4. indivi4-rout after sigpal
5. other

I. individ-routine
2. only indiv corrective
3: other,

i2otalnumber

10



In this section, the coder indicates. whether or not and how effectively

the teacher used an attention-getting mechanism in either or both of two

situations: the transitional period preceding a reading group and the -

beginning-of a lesson once the leading grbub has assembled. /

An attention-getting mechanism is defined as a signal delivered to an
0--

entire groupcto the whole class for transitions to reading group or alternate

activities, and to the readingtroupfor in-group attention-getting . The

signal is 'given to indicate that it is time to change activities (for transii6ns)

or to pay attention in order for the reading lesson to begin (in-igroup

activities). The signal does not deal with academic or social content, but

is purely a procedural message. It may be verbal or non-verbal.

C5

The transitional period is th-at time When the children are to move to

the reading group from another activity or to begin an alternate activity

while the_teacher works with a reading group. It involves the entire class,

although every individual may not move during evey-trSnsition. When an

attention-getter is used during this period, its meaning it to signal the..

1

children to move/to the next activity for the next block of me. Examples

of attention-getters/or transitions are, "I'm re fon the-Green group", and

"Tigers, come read now w1?-iIe the Lions have center time and everyone else

does seatwork." The use of such signals implies that the children know

what to do when given such a cue.

The in-group signal focuses on a reading group that has just assembled.

414k

'An attention-getting mechanism in this setting is a signal given at the

beginning of the lesson (before teaching' has act7Ily started) indicating that
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it is time to listen anti pay attention: Examples are "May *1' have your attention

now?" and "Ready, Tigers?"

The coder shoUrd indicate in each section (transitrons and-in -group)

whether or not a signal has'occurred by checking either "yes!' or "no".

t. }-

Other' items in this section further' describe the attention - getter and its

effectiveness.

Ddscribinq The Attention-Getter:
I

If the use of a general attention-getter is coded by checking yes in either

.4
p

or both of the situationS7then one or more of the items AiSted below-the yes

should be checked by numbering their order of occurrence. .l.f two things

occur together (bel) followed immediately by verba signal), list both .as

"I", indicating that they occurred siiultaneously or without any space in

--between for the children to respond. If two things occur with intervals

between for children's response, fist as "I" ari'?"2". If a signal is give n, .

.
.

then repeated later after the children have begun to respond (to remind them Y, .

. ..
.

. 1

. then write "1,2" by the item. The idea is to keep track of the Sequence of/

events; but t-c? consider signalsthat were presented together in'time.as

one occurrence.

The types of general attentiong etters that may be used are the.same

for both transitions and in- group/attention getting, and the list of

-
alternatives repeated for each:

I. Bell: This incrude$ any type of non-verbal sound, such as a )ell,

whistle, knock, clapped ,hands, etc.

2. Lights: This is checked if.the teacher uses the room lighTing in

some way to get tt;e children's attention.

12
a
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3.-'Verbal announcement (vPrhat) This is che'cked if the teacher says

anything to'the entire group to the effect that they are to pay'attention

and either move or get ready for the lesson. The phrase spoken by the

t eacher should .be noted in the blahk if this item Is checked. The
m V

con tent of such a verbalization is procedural, not academic or social,
Y

such as "Time for or ','Start putting away your games and go to

4

your next center." Thi; may occur with or without one of the other

types Q signals, such as bells or clapping.

4. ,Individual contacts following attention-getter (individ). This

item cannot be checked, without another item in the same section also

being checked.444 indicates that after a general announcement or

signal,,,theteatHiar routinely contacted individuals or groups of

individ4ais in the 'room to carry out the transition or get everyone's

attention. This is routine, meaning that she does not contact

individuals In order to *correct t hem, but does this as part of a systematic

effort to ,see that the appropriate actions are carried out. For examp e,

. .

the teacher might 'say to the entire group, "It's time to start reading

group_activities now. Start cleah,ing up Vhat you are doing and I will

1. .

come check you." She then-makes a round of" the room, seeing every
fo,

child and then giving further directions as to where that child is to I

gor In other words, the teacher' does not just maRe he announcement

;and expect the alijdren +6 kno0 where to go-or does ot expect them to

:go withdlitisdine further instructions from her.' The e are not Corrective

contacts delivered only to those individuaJspnot behaving appropriately.

I

""
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-They are routine and delivered-as a matter of course to everyone or

.
almost everyone, following a general announcement.

5. Other attention-getting mechanisms (other)..0This item is checked

and the behavior described in the blank for any other type of attention-

getting mechaniSm directed atIthe entire group in,guesfion which does ,

not fit in any Other categories described above.,

If there is not any' use of a general attention-Otter, this is'recorded

by checking no in either or both of the two situations (transition and in-

group). In addition, one of the following alternatives should be checked

to indicate how the teacher did deal with transitions,to reading group

activitiesor gettipg attention once the thildren were in the group. The

alternative Grays of handling this when no general attention- getter has been

used are different for transitions and in-group attention - getting,
01

Transitions: When no general attention-getter has been given, the

alternatives for-transition periods are:

3

I. Individual, routine (indiv-routine). The teacher routinely (in a
4

non-corrective fashion ), contacts each student or grftio of students to

tell them that it is time to change activities. She does not precede

this,with any general announcement. (If she did, the behavior.wduld be

code as Yes, with individ-routine after signal checked.)

2- Group motion droup). This is applicable only for reading groups

occurring after the firSt group is dismissed. In this case, the

,breaking up of one group serves as the only signal,that a transition

is about to take place." The children respond to this signal by changing

groups automatically.. The teacher does not expect to make Andividua,1

contacts except as a corrective measpre4when some children do not follow

14

4
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through on the signal.

3. Other non-general announcement (other). This category includes

any other way in which the teacher signals the class that a transition

%is to take pl6ceiwithout making a'. general signal to the entire group.

The behavior should be described in the space provided.

In-group attention getting. When no general attfention-getter has been

,g0en, the alternative ways to gain attention within the group before begin-

ning the lesson are:

I. Indivirdual routine (ind-routine). The teacher speaks to each child

routinely befor6 starting the lesson, but never makes astatement to

the entire group'that the lesson is about to begin. These individual

contacts may be sdcial in nature or academic.as well as procedural

(such as checking each child to see that materials at ready, asking

about somettang personal, or checking on ,completion of assignments

af a learningcenter before coming to group). These types of statements,

however, do not have anything to do with the reading lesson per se.
I

They are the teacher's way of Jetting eacindividual child know that

-she is about to begin.

2. individual corrective (ind correct). This is checked when the

teachar makes no statement.cto the whole group that the lesson is about

to begin, but simply starts to teach. The only signals for attention
N

are dellvared to individuals who are not attending, and therefore the

signa

child

still

this

Tare corrective 1,,r1 nature, rather than routine, since not every

is contacted. If the reacher does not have to correct anyone, but

does not make a statement to the effect of Netts begin now,"

-rem is checked.



3. Other non-general announcement in group (other)". This category

includes any other method used in'ctke reading group to get attention

that does not involve an announcement to the entire group or either-of

the two options listed above. The behavior should be described in

the space provided.

Toial'Number of Signals

The number of time a teacher utilizes a sigh'al for transition or atten-

tion-getting should be entered as the total located on the coding

sheet below the list of attention-getters. This is a count of the total

number of signals addressed to the entire group in question, not

individual contacts. The number entered'here represents both a seri'e's

of several signals and also repetitiionofthe sa signal spaced in time.

An example of a series is ringing a bell; waiting, Shouting, rDhging

the bell again 'and shouting4 f
again, with irltervals-in between each signal.

..,

*
c I

for the children to act. (This represents a total number of fiVe.) An
(

example of repetition of'a signal over time is ringing a bell-three times

with intervals between each. (Thetofal 'nqmder here is three.)' -To-

be c nted. as separate attention-gett6rs, these signals must be

spaced in time. That. is, if fwo types of sign4fis occurred together

and'were not repeated, they would be considered one signal. For example;

ringing the bell and then simultaneously sayi g',."Time for the,,:tigers" with

no other signals represents a total number of one, even though two

types of signals have been used.

When no attention-getters have been uscd, the total number is zero.
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Time Elapsed Befbre Beginning Of Group Lesson

There are two time meaSures%.taken during the transitional period, and

one taken when the group has assembled. These three measures are recorded
$

to the nearest half - minute.

During the Transition, these interva,Istare timed:

:t.

I. Time to group. This is the time from the first indication the teacher

gives that a\ceading group is to begin until all' of the childrenin

the reading group are assembled, If the teacher uses a general attention
o

getter, start timing as soon as she gives the first signal (for instance,

when she rings a bell). If she contacts children individually instead
s

4*

of using a general signal, start timing when the first child is contacted.

Stop timing when all the children in the reading group are assembled,

regardlessof bOw chaotic the rest 6f the classroom is or where the

teacher is.

2. Time tcoteacher (Time to T.). Th14 interval begins when time to group

ends. It is the' time beginning when all the children are assembled

in Teading group until the teacher arrives in the group. Start

timing as soon'as the, east child reaches the group, and stop timing

as soon' as the teacher arrives to stay. If the teacher arrives.befores

or at the same time as the last child, the time noted is 0. If there Is

.a gap between the time the last child arrive and the time the teacher

arrives, enter the time in the blank marked Time to T, and then decide

if that time gap was routine or beyonddThe teacher's control. Ithe

-4.

17 a
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teacrier, is going around the classroom giving assignments to the children

nol.,in the grows., correcting children who are misbehaving, or doing

something else'routine, check routine. If she is late to the group
. .

4
A, ecausa. a chilq gets siCk, she gets a message from the office, or

Ot"

something else *occurs over which she has no control, check beyond. 'When

r

the g -oup and teacher have. assembled, the tast pre- lessori time is

measured:
o

3. Time to.lasson. This*item measures the interval beginning with the

teacher's arrival in the group and ending when the lesson begirS. The
A

beginning of 44-lesson is defined as the first academic content

1

delivered to the group as a whole. The interval measured just before

r

jj
t is point includes activities such as passing out books, making sure

g
0,

children have the right materials, and getting the children's, attention.

.., s ,

If the teacher starts teaching as soon as the last child arrives in the
.

.,

,
.,

group, thengthe time to lesson is G. The end of this time interval

marks the beginning of the time recorded for response opportunities on

...the low-inference sheet.

---. . r

This time-line summarizes the time variables noted on the high inference

sheet:

Time to Time to

g Teachereacher

Teacher's
iirst

signal

r

Time to
lesson

Al , Chi Idren Teacher Lesson
in in group starts

group

18
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. Number'of Individual Corrective Contacts

The items listed in each section as no. of individ-corrective are

frequencies_ of corrective individual contacts the teacher

has with the,students. Such contacts are used to get the students to give

directions, eithei- to move to a reading group or an alternate activity

during a. transition period or fo,pay attention once in the reading group so

thA the lesson might begin. As in the previous two items, transitions and

in-group attention-getting efforts should be considered separately.

During transitions, count the number of different students tontacted

not total contacts) because they were not moving appropriately during the

transition. These contacts may be verbal (or non- erbal (such as a shove

or. a pointed finger)and must be related to the desired transition. Any

social, academic, or routine procedural contacts'o.ceurring,during fiis

petiod should not be counted. Note only the behavioral contacts directed

at the behavior specified by t attention-getter whiCti involves moving_

students to the reading grop or to alternate actiVities. 4fhese corredtiveN, "...- ;/
contacts are only tallied here and are not redorded in the koW-ifiference

behavioral section. S

4 '44

Once, the children are In the group, count the number of indivIdUar

children contacted becausettley were not paying attention at the beginning,.

of the group before the lesson had actually began. Th se contacts mist be

non-routille and may be made by the teacher at any*, me after the chfildren

have assembled in the reading group and prior to the beginning of the

lesson. They may be verbal or non-verbal and must be related to getting

the group under way. These corrective contacts arq.only tallied here and are

P

1?
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not recorded in the low-inference behavioral section. Later attention-getting

contacts that occur during the course of the lesson are recorded in the low-in-

ference behaiiioral section and are not tallied her.e.

Per Cent Children Attending.

A five-point_scale labeled % child attending,appears for both the
4

transitional mist the in-grodp situations. These, two scales are completed

'for each reading group observed.'

Each scale measures that percentage_of the total group involved (either

ntire class or reading group) who reacted appropriately to the teacher's

initialdemand for' ransition or attention within the group without requiring

repetition of a si41101 or individual corrective contacts. These items are

to be completed regardless'-of the method used by the teacher to gain the

students' attention. If the children were expected to respond to a general

attention-'etter (bell, lights, etc.), then this item measures the percentage

of children did respond to the initial signal appropriately. If the

teacher made routine individual.contacts after which the children were

expected to respond as directed, then the scale measures the percentage

of children who responded Without further instructions. If the teacher made

.4...
,,'no general sigal or rout rle ipdiV11,,dual contacts but still expected ettenti.'pn,',

then the/scale also atea4res the percentage of,children responding appropriately.

;

, -,,

, P\ oi- each situ ion (tfensition,and in-group), choose the point on

/.1.

<-

the app opriate sCa ttia most accurately reflects the percentage of children43

in the group under consideration (whole class for transitions rand read ng

group for, in attention-gettim) whc respond to directions as expected:

I. no chi 'red .attend as expected without repetition of the signal

%,

oprecti-ye contacts
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2. 25% of the chilaren attend withoutrepeOtion of the

or corrective contacts

,4

3. 20% of the children attend witiibut repetition of the signal or

corrective contacts

4. 75% cif the children attend without, repetition of the signal pr
.

cor40 rective contacts

5. 100% of the children attend without repetition of the signal or

corrective contacts

2: The,Use of an Overview to Precede the Lesson,

OVERVIEW:

content:

a

1. no instr. content 2. mech 3. specific content'
neg none 3. nonspec; pos, 4 specif. pos. s5. botF

voice: 1.4meg 2; bore, 3: neut 4: pos
effect: I. nej 2. bore 3. rieut 4. .bs

-

5. gdth
5. excitement

The teacher may or may not present a statement at the beginning of the

lesson that serves as an Overview. An overview is defined-as any statement

intthe future tense :which prepares the children'forwhat is to. come in ,the

lesson (such as, "Today we will..."). The overview is examined for its.

instructional 'content .(if it informs the children about what they are

going to do) anti its moti'v'ational content (if'it tell the Children about

how they will like or.value the content of the, lesson.) The set of items

112,

labeled content.refers to the instructional aspect just described and the

21

*.*
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items labeled motive are used-to describe the mo tivational aspect. The

sets of items'labeled voice and effect further describe the overview when
10

it ocour4,

The instructional content of 8n overview is defined as statements about

the activities in which'tneschilden participate `during the lesion.' There!:-

are three items which describe the specificity of the instructional content

of the lesson. The'coder should complete the item by the king the'appro-

phate number. 'dne'and.only one Item of these three mustbe checked for each
a

reading group observed:
t

,.

I. No instructional content .Z no instr content). This 'is checked if
?

, /

'4 4,

there was an absence of an overview with Lnstructional statements.
..

,

.

2. Only mechanical content (mech). This item is checked if t>..t.secher
4

o

says something about the future events of the lesson, but only'
'i. e

mentions the mechanics involved, such as"Today we will read the.

next story." or "Today we will do exercise 3 and 4.. When this

item is checked, it indicates that '(he teacher did not say anything

about the actual content to be learned.

3. Specific content to be Learned (specific content). This item is

checked when the teacher says something about the actual content

to be learned, either in addition to or instead of something about the

I

mechanics involved. (If the teacher includes both'mechanical.content

and specific content in her overview, only specific content is checked.)

Examples of such overviews are "Today we are going.tg rearm what

happened to the people in the story.." "Today we are going to review

the vowel sounds." "Now we will learn some exceptions to the rule we

22
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studied yesterday."
0

The motivational content of the overview is the extent to whiCh the

teacher presented a pUrpose for the lesson before beginning. This is.

,defined as a statement by the teacher and is not to be implied from the tone

of the voice, facial expression, etc. One and only one of the following items
dB

must be checked for each group observed. The item that most aPpropriateLy

describes the motivational content in an overview statement:

I. Negative expectation (11115. The teacher says that the task is
unpJeasant,that the children wiMnot understand, that not many4
children are expected to get it, thatthe task is a punishment for

v

something'else, etc. The message of the overview-is that +Re
task ahead is not desirable. (Examples: "We have to learn this
rule, and the sooner we get s the sooner we will be finished",

' "I told you that if we didn't get thisStory read yesterday, we. , ..

-.dz. would haN4e tb finish it today, so here we are, and we have 'to read
.4 ".", and "We are gorng to review our vowel sounds today, but I

donL-PlIthink all-of you wi;.11 be able to sa9, them.")

2. No purpose mentioned and 6t0expectation of
\
enjoymeo.t, or boredom

mentioned (none). The teacher says nothing \bout the expected
reaction to the lesson or the reason fortOg-it--.---There might be"
an instructional overview given without any motivational statements
made,,such:es "Today we are going to learn a sound that the letter\
a makes. Open your books, etc." If'no statements are made as to -1

reasons for the lesson or future advantage or disadvantage expeCted,
then this item is checked. .\

-,

3. Non-speclfic positive (non-spec posy. In this cas ,:the teacher
makes.a positive statement to the effect th-af the dhi(dren will

.

.e

. enjoy the lesson, that it is fun, etc., without spedifiying'
why it Will be fun or why it is wprthwhile. An examp) is "Today /

we-will "learn a new'ruletabout'A and you-ell be so g d to know.
I''it!"

I

-----;.--:- -

. --Speci:ri--pbsitive '(-spec pbs). In thiS case, the teacher ma a
: -- -Statemerit'which explains--terNe-children whyy, they will enjoy '

--....

value a lesson's content. Examples are "Today we will Learn-some _

hew sou ds for vowels, and then you will be able to write some
new wor s and read them." or "Today we will finish the story about

= the Hollis family and then you will know what happened to them
after heXs.."

23
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_Both nonspecific and specific positive statements (both). This
item is checked when bpth of the above(two kinds of statements are
presented. The teacher both mentions that the children will enjoy,
like, value, etc. 'a lesson, and also mentions specific reasons as
to'why the lesson is being taught, such as telling the children
What they will be able to do with it. An example is "Today we will
learn two new sounds fqr.e. You will really .like what we will do,

because after you learn those soundS, you can play a new bingo game."

The item labeled voice describethe tone)pf the teacher's voice in giving

an overview. Therefore, it is completed whenever an.everview statement,

whether instructional or motivational in content, is given. When neither has

been given, the coder should leave this item blank.

The item is an evaluation of the expectations conveyedby the teacher'5 voice

regardless ofthe content, and therefore should be scored as independently as

possible from the above two items. The point which most closely corresponds to

the attitudes conveyed by the voice should be checked.

I. Negative expectations conveyed (12222. The teacher implies disgust,

frustration, or anger in anticipating the 'lesson.

2. Boredom and disinterest conveyed (bore). The teacher communicates

disintTrey- in the lesspfi, but is not hostile or angry abouthaving

to teach it.
1

3. Neutral attitude conveyed (neut). The teacher's voice does not

express any expectation whatsoever, neither positivl nor negative, as

to the outcome of the lesson.

4. Positive expectations conveyed (pos). The teacher's voice implies

interest and positive expectations concerning the outcome of the

lesson.

,5. Gushy enthusiasm conveyed'(qush). The teacher's attitude is so en-
,

thusiastic and eager that it appears, to be exaggerated and "gushy."

,.24
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The item -labeled effect measursthe level of enthusiasm apparent in the

children as a result of the teacher's overview. When neither an instructional

npr motivational overview statement is made, this item should be left plank.

,,The coder can judge the, children's motivational level by observing facial

expressions, gestures, and verbalizations. This is a meagure of the highest

point on the scale reached-by at least half the'group, therefore only one

categor may. be checked:

I. Negative reactions (Leg). At least haitiflof the children indicate

that they would rather not do the lesson and do not expect to enjoy

it. They'seem to anticipate a ,hard time 40 are: dreading or fearful

'if the experience. '

.76-316:

2. Boredom and disinterest (bore). Atleast liatt of the children appear

bored and while they arenot looking forward to'the task, they are

not fearing and dreading it e ither.

3.- Neutral reaction (neut). At least half of the children do not

ck

reveal how they tee!, either - positive or negative, and apparently have

no particular expectations.

0

)4. Positive expectations exhibited (2.4L). At least half-o# the children
'

show interest in the lesson and are attentive and somewhat excited,

though not to the extremes Children here might smile, laugh,

look at a display or picture with interest, etc.

5. E* childrenexpressed by chldren (excite). At least half of the

ci)ildren are very excited and eager, to the point of waving their

a.
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hands, rushint for books 'or materials, rocking in their chairs, etc.

3: Breaking Up The Group For Academic Reasons

.1. done

2. needed, rot done
3. not needed, not done

I. high taL!pt, dismissed
2. highs dismissed w/o teaching
3. low 'dismissed

4. other

Espetfetioms communicated:
1 2 3 4 5

ng no differential

low expctarions

.
These items reflect the coder's opinion as to whether or not the group

should be broken up for academic reasons, whether or not this was actually
oP

done, and, if so, how it was carried out.

The group should be broken up when there are large differences in rate.

'401v
A

of lea rni,ng the Objectives within the group. If there are one or more

children who'ar learning rapilly and at',the same time there.ere one or more

children who are having difficulty, thenthegroup would probably function

more efficiently and thelwo groups of children would be better served by

breaking up the group for that particuIar leSson. The coder must make' a

judgment as to whether the differences in learning rate ary large enough to

warrant this actTon:' The group is considered 'to be broken up when one or

more childreo are-sent away because of differences in (earning, speed or
, t

ability, and the rest remain in the 'group with the teacher.

The first three items in this section are used, to describe whether' this

occurred or should have occurred. One and only oneW thesemust be.checked

for each group observed.

N
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I! The group was broken up (done). This should be checked when the

group is divided for academic reasons in any way, including the

retention of only one student for tutorial assistance.

2. The group should have been broken up but was not (needed not done).
,,,,,

.

I I.
. .

/ This item indicated that, in thecoder's opinion, 'the academic
(

/,/ objectives could have been better met for that lesson by dividing
...)

/ the group. This opinion is _based on large differences in individual'

.<'

' learning rates that day, so that at least one member of the group;

was either very far ahead of the rest of the group or very far

behind.
k

3. The group did not need-to be broken up and was not (not needed, not

done). Thk is checked whenever the group was not ,broken up for
o

.academi.c.-Absons and did not need to'be, in the coder's opinion, be-

cause everyone in the group was learning at a'simjlar rate.

If done is checked, 1-hen the other items in this section must be

considered. The first four items refer to the way in which the group was

'
broken up, and the five -point rating scale labeled expectations communIdated

Ns used to assess the 'teacheOs attitude as conveyed to the children.

HowThe Group Was Broken:

If done is checked, then the coder must indicate how the division occurred

by checking one of the options listed below:

4
\Higher achieving students taught,to the end before dismissing

(high taught). This is checked if the teacher Completed the objective

with the higher achieving children before dismissing them, or mrde

sure that they had indeed learned the material before dismissih

I e

27 a.

them;
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At least two children remain in the group so that coding continues.

.2. Higher achieving students dismissed without being taught to the end

'of the lesson (high dism). .The teacher dismisses the higher'

achieving students without checking them for having learned the

objective. Instead, she focuses attention on the other students

and dismisses the students who hg76 learned more quickly because

they simply were not needed in the group any longer, or because

the teacher believes that thehigher achieving students can learn

the lesson on their own. The teacher sends these students away

withoUt completing the lesson objective with them, although she

goes further with the two or more children remaining.

3. Lower achieving students dismissed (low dism). The students having

difficulty with the objective are dismissed and the higher achieving

students remain for further group ipstruction. (At jeasttwo

children are retained and coding continues.)

4. Other ways of breaking up the group for ability'diff rences (other).

This item is checked for any other way in which the group may be

br=oken up that is not listed above. The reason sh uld'be noted in

the blank. The most likely example. would be the retention of a

single,child for additional tutoring. (Such an interaction is not

4*.
coded, since the response opportunities are avai able to only one

child.)

x ectations Communicated in 5reakin The Grou :

tt

This'is a measure of the app?Oklateness of breaki g up of the group in

terms of the teacher's-cOmmuhicationOf,dif4erentia ex ectations to the

28 eV
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coder, must judge this from the teacher's language as well as

of voice and facial expressions.

The coder should mark the point on the scale which most ap propriately

describes the dismissal in terms of expectations communicated.

I. Negative expectations conveyed to lower achievers while higher

achievers are praised in direct 'comparison. The teacher

conveys disgust or anger at the slower children.

2. The teacher conveys differential expectations and is condescending

but not hostile, to the lower achievers while supportive of the

higher achiever4.

3. The teacher is not critical or condescending to the loWer achievers

but fets the group know that differences in abilities were the

reason 'that, the group was broken 'up.

teacher tries not to I- children know that ability differences

were the reason, but still communicates in some way that she is

plepsed with the high achievers without communicating similar

pleasure to the others.
*

5. The teacher handles the situation without any fanfare and does not

communicate any differential expectations.

4: The Use Of A Model

MODEL:

I. group 2. broken 3. None
ee SO ac

I. acknowledgemegt
few specifics

3. moderate specifics
frequent specifics

Th. always speci'tic feedback
Expectations communicated:
I 2 3 4 5

praise limitg comments
model about-different
brit. abilities_
others

se,
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These ,items measure when and how a child is used as a model for other

children. The teacher is probably using a model if she starts spending an

extended period of time getting answers from a,student who apparently has not

been having trouble and who can give her correct answers most of the time,-

when several other children, n the group are haying obvious problems with

,the material: The apparent purpose is to have the model answer questions

_correctly so that the other children can see how this is done. The teacher

may use two or three children, but to be considered as a model, the number

shOuld represent a small portion of the group CapproxiMafely one third or

less).

The coder should indicate if the model was used when a group was intact

or after a group was divided. If the teacher used a model both when the

group Was intact and when it was broken up becdUse of ability differences,

then both items I and 2 can be checked. At least one of,the .following three

iVems must be checked for each group obseryed:

. The teacher uses amodel with" the group intact (group) . The group

has not been broken up because.of,abilpy diferences) and the

teacher uses the model with the erlitire;'group present.

2. The teacher uses' a model- after the group has been broken up because

Of ability differences (broken). In this case, the group has been

broken up and the children who haVe achieved more rapidly have been

sent away except for one or two who remain in the group to serve

... as models.,

3. No'use.of model (none). There isIno apparent use of a model at any

'time.



When one or both of the first two items has been checked, the sets of

items labeled Feedback and expectations communicat4d must, be completed.

26

Feedback Used With Model

.This item measures the teacher's se of Specific feedback when using

a. model. .Whenever a model is.used, one of jpese options must be checked.

The teacher's feedback may range from simple bcknowledgement of correctness

through frequent use of specific.procese feedback regarding what is correct

about an answer and the process used to arrive at answer.

This rating scale measures the amount of specific. process feedback given

to a model when he is answering questions in front of the group. The coder

should mark the option which most appropriately deScribes the teacher's

feedback -htt the model.

l.. The teacher does not give any feedback beyond acknowledgement

4

(acknowledgement). She says "right" or gives non-specific praise ("good")

but never elaborates on what specifically is right about the model's

answers.

2 The teacher gives little specific feedback as to process and,

' reasoning (few speciics). The teacher may occasionally comment on

a prowess involved, but the majority of his comments, n the model's

answers are non-specific, and very,few mention any process or reasoning.

3. The teacher gives a moderate amount of specific feedback (moderate

specifics).' The teacher makes specific process comments on some of

the model's answers, but'only about half of her feedback Fs specific.

4. The teacher makes frequent use of specific feedback (frequent specifics).

Most of the teacher's comments are specific as to process but there

31
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are stll several instances of non-specific acknowledgemqpt.

5. The teacher always gives specific process feedback to the model

(always specific feedback). All or practically all of the teacher's

comments on the model's answers are specific and process in nature.

EXpectations Communicated With Use Of Model

This item describes differential expectations at may be communicated

to the model(s) and other children by the praiSe and criticism meted out

by the teacher during +he model's answers. A rating of the expectations
I

communicated must be made whenever a model is used.

The degree to which a teacher magnifies differences between the model(s)

and the rest of the group, praising the model and criticizing the others,

should be noted-on this five point scale. The scale points are as follows:

I. The teacher praises the model and in an invidious manner, makes

,overt comparisons between the model's ability to master the objecti've

and the inability of the others to d ' likewise.

,-
. The teacher praises the mode,l's

r

ability , although she implies

that the other students Should do as well, her remarks are not

obviously disparaging.

3. the teacher praises the model extensively but does not Make any

f.
disparaging comments about theothers.

4. The teacher's use,of praise of.the model is limited but she does

display pleasure.in that persoes ability apart from the answers

given.

5. The teacher limits her use of raise for the model and contains I

almost all of her comments to the answers. She makes no comparisons

in'student ability.

32



5: Appropriateness-Of 8eatinq

SEATING: Teacher-1 2 3 4 5 C2Bynd

Inapp Alpp

CIN/a T. Child- I 2 3 4. 5 08Ynd

Oa Ch.

28

Appropriate seating is determined by considering the relative placement

of the teacher and children. Thq(children should be subject to minimal

visual distraction from the rest of the class and the teacher should be in

a position to monitor not only the reading group but also the rest of the

class that is otherwise unsupervised. 4rie most likely example of such an

arrangement is for.the group to be placed in a corner with the children

facing the walls and the teacher with her back to the corner. If the group

is arranged in this way, or in a comparable configuration, then the number

5 would be circled on the seating scales for both the teacher and the

.

children. Even with an appropriate arrangement, however, the coder must
, \

check to be sure that the 'teacher!s- view is unobstructed by booke;elves, etc:

If the teacher's view is obstructed and she Cannot see an area of the classroom

where other children are workind urriJpervised, then the teacher's position

does not fit the criteria of cc>riplete appropriateness.

Deviations from appropriate seating are defined in terms of percentage

of the.class-not monitored (for the teac er) or the percentage of the group.

subject to visual distraction (for the chi dren.) For the teacher's scale,

,x

a score of "f" indicates that the teacher could not monitor any of the other

children in the class, while "3" indicates th t she could see 50% of the

childrdh, while "5", of course, represents monitoring of 100% of the class,
00-

which is appropriate seating. For the children scple,a score of 1.'1"

33
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indicates that 100% of the childreri in the groub.could see other'children

in the classroom or equally distracting stimuli, "3" indicates that 50% of the

children couldbe distracted in this way, while "5" represents none of the

children subject to visual distraction Wha seated as the tea0er directed.
P

Possible Seatinp arrangements may be:limited by the classroom size or

shape, so that "a teacher may be uriable to have appropriate seating. For

example; in an L-shaped .room, the only place jor a group to .sit might be in

the area, that is partially shut off from the rest of .'the class by walls.

No matter how the teacher.Oaces the children and herself, there will be

no way that the teacher can adequately monitor both the group and the rest

of the class at the samg-time. Therefore, after judging an .arrangement al

inappropriate to some degree (less than 5 for either the teacher or the

children) the coder should consider how easily the teacher could correct

the problems to fit these criteria without making major changes in the rodm,

such as knocking down walls. if the, teacher cannot correct the situation

simply by rearranging the children within the space given, thekthe

situation is considered tobe inappropriate due to ,'actors beyond the teacher's

control. In this case, the space next to the Bynd should also be checked.

There 'are also situations which make these itemg inapplicable for
. s

either teacher or child:

I. If a group is conducted in a room by itself-and there are no

other children for the teacher to monitor, then n/a T (not applicable

for teacher) should be checked and no rating of the appropriateness

of the teacher's seating should be made. ,N/a T.. should also be

checked when the teacher of `he reading group is not responsible for

34
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the rest of 'he children because another adult is with them in

another part oi the room. -If only some of the children are.

supervisedsupervised by another adult, then the coder should only

be concerned with the teacher's ability to monitor those that

are unsupervised and the appropriateness of her position as

it enables her to do so.'

2. If there are no other children in the classroom at the time of the

group, the n/a Ch (not applicable for children) should be checked

and no rating of the appropriateness of the children's seating

should be made. If the out -of -group children are in the same

room as the group but are supervis'ed by another adult, the

group can still be distracted, by out-of-group activities. ill,

this situation, n/a T. should be checked, but the seating.:

arrangement for the children should be rated on the five point

scale. When n/a Ch is checked, no appropriateness rating of

14-.student seating is made.

6. Demonstrations and Explanations

For each new activity undertaken by the reading group, the coder must,

make a decision as to whether_or not a demonstration/explanion was

needed and/or occurred.

1: occurred'

1,2. needed/not occur

3. not.needed /not occur
1,4. repetition of demo

Suffic:

2cb. ay.
3trav:
4. a; ay.
5.- ex.

35

Cheeks for feedoack:

I. question
2, repeat
3..demonstr
4. 'sttlirts les

5. none 640.

Children's Comprehension:
I. 0% .

25%

4'. 7 %

5.100%
6. Can't rate
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A demonstration or explanation has occurred whenthe teacher specifically

tells the children how to go about doing an activity in which they must

apply knowledge by going through some procedure, such as completing a work-

book exercise that involves picking words that begin with a certain sound. An

explanation of this procedure would include the steps of looking at pictures

of.words,-thinking about the beginning sounds, and then underlining them if

they are appOpriate. An explanation is purely verbal; a demonstration would.°

use some prop, such as the workbook or clannelboa51-,,:with the teacher actually,

going throughthe,procedure step by step. The coder,. -however, is not asked'

to make this dWinction on the coding sheet. Hereafter, "demonstration!' will

apply to both kinds of instructions. . .

..,,,

If a demorlstration does occur, the coder must indicate that it occurred,
, . . 0

then make a reting as to the sufficiency; feedback, and child comprehension

of the demonstration. If a demonstration does not. occur for an activity, then

the coder must rate whether or not a demonstration was needed, whether or not

the teacher-checked for feedback, and how well the children comprehended,

the task without further instructions. if a demonstration does not occur,

the coder should not make a mark in the area marked "sufficiency".

There is room.on the coding sheet.fer five demonstrations or repetitions

of demonstrations. As the first activity begins, the:coder makes a mark in

one-of the first four rows in the'column headed brthe number "I ". The

coder then procedes down that same column to mark the sufficiency; feedback

and child comprehension for that activity.

The :description of the second activity's demonstration,is completed in

the column headed "2" and so on.

of"
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The first four items indicate whether a demonstration was needed and/or

occurred. For,each activity for which a demonstration could be given, the

Artoder should check one of these four alternatives:

I. Occurred. A demonstration occurred regardless of whether or not

the coder felt it was necessary.

2. Needed/Not Occur. A demonstration was needed but did occur.
.43

In the coder's opinion,, the children needed instruclions but did

not receive them.

3. Not needed/Not Occur. A demonstration was not needed and did not

, occur. The chihirenwere familiar with the activity and did not

need to have it explained to them.

4. Repetition of demo. This indicates a subsequent demonstration

following an unsuccessful demonstration.

To determine whether ovot a demonstration was necessary, the coder

:should consider the nature of the,ac-Vvity (whether it asks the children

to do a task for-whIch the procedure must be explained, such as a workbook

or'feltboard activity as opposed to reading ,in the reader or answering

questions in the group asked by the teacher about conten word Tecognition,

etc.). The coder must also consider the class's preVious experience or

apparent previous experience with -Hie task. Tha-f is,iif the coder feels

that the group has obviously done an exercise enough'to know the directions,

then the teacher does not need to explain the procedure each time the'

children do the activity. This is a subjective judgment, since the coder

. -

will not actually know what has taken place irr the days she/he was not coding.

It can be determined 12y_ the teacher's statements or the children's apparent

37
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readiness to do the activity. However, even if there is an indication that

the task is not-new, if the children seem to be confused about how to do

something, and appear to need instructions on a procedure, then tWcoder

may decide that demonstraticnof instructions is necessary for that group that

day. When in doubt, the coder should assume that a demonstration is not

needed.
a

. It may happen that a teacher demonstrates or explains an activity and

for some reason the children do not understand and require another demonstra-
,

tion. This may or may not be a reflection on the sufficiency of the

demonstration. A teacher may complete such a demonstration, then check the

`children for feedback or attempt to start the lesson and find that some'

of children understand. If she then repeats the demonstration, the

coder shOuld rate the original demonstratin, +hen begin a neW,column by

checking Repetitlon of demo and proceed to_rate the second demonstration for

the same activity. The sane procedure is used if a teacher begins an

activity assuming the children understand how to do it, but discovers

in the coin-se of the activity that the children do not understand the

instructions, so she backs up and explains. In this case, the coder should

*have one coluMn headed by Needed, Not Occur witha description of.the

-)
'feedback and initial chIld compreheriSion, and a second'cOlumn headed by

Repetition of Demo, followed by a description ofthe sufficiency, feedback,
4

and child comprehens.ion of the demonstration. The Repetition of Demo column

is used'whenever an activity which has already been coded in the "Demonstratioal
rly"

Explanation",section is re-explained by the teacher.
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Rating The Sufficiency of a Demonstration

A

The second type of information coded for a demonstration, is it's

sufficiency Considering the clarity anti-organizatjon of a demonstration,

thq coder should rate it at one of the five points indicated between

poor and excellent.

Criteria for a clear and organized demOnstration are as follows:
.

I. The teacher uses specific words so that all relevant labels %re

presented.

2. The teacher'speaks in a slow, distinct manner.

3. Certain aspeqs of the task are' emphasized that are more

important or difficult and therefore need special attention.

4. All relevant steps are included and are mentioned in the order

, in which they should occur.

An.excellent demonstratiorf meets all of the criteria listed above. A

poor demonstration meets none or almost none of them.

,
Checking For Feedback To A Demonstration

These items indicate whether or not'and if so, in what manner, th

teacher checked the children for understanding of instructions after

-an / explanation was given. It is also used to describe how she found

out if the children understood what to do when she did not give an

eptanation. The coder should indicate which type(s) of checks for

feedback occurred:

I. Question. The teacher asks if the children understand or if

they have any questions. It is up to the children to respond'.
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Otherwise there-is no clarification.- This--category is checked
4

when the teacher makes a statement such as, "Dos you all remember

how to mark the right answers in your workbooks?" or "Do you

45eunderstand?" It is up to the children to 'Iormulate questions

about what they db not understand.

2. Repeat. The teacher asks -a child or children to repeat the

directions back 'to her, or asks the children some question(s)

about the instructions.

3. Cemonstr. Theteacher has a child or childa440bTEe task or

part of the task while she is watching. This may or Alay not

also involve verbalization of the instructions, but if the child

is asked to do "the task, it is checkedhere rather than in the

first two categories;

4. Starts les. The teacher starts the lesson without' intentionally

asking the children for eedback, Put since she keeps the children

in the group and goes through the, Lesson with the4, she inevitably

gets feedback as to whether OF not they understand the instructions.

51 ,None (wb). This item is, checked if the teacher has not done

anything to check for the children's understanding. This

usually occurs when, immediately after a lesson is explained,

the children are sent away from the group to do the lesson with

no checks for ftedback at that time,

It is possible for combinations of the. f rsriour to occur for one

demonstration, but a check for None (wb.)excludes consideration of the

other four items.

40
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Children's Comprehension .0f Instructions

These items measure the children's comprehension of the instructions'

whether or not a demonstration was given. This is a subjective judgment

by thecoder based*upon their performance on the task if the coder sees

this. If the chiLdren are assigned seatwork activities, the coder may

not see their performance and therefore may not be able to rate thei-r

o--omprghension. in this case, check Can't rate in the comprehension

cOlum6. 'Can't rate will often be checked in conjunction with Non in the

feedback column, indicating that the children were not in contact with the

teacher when they worked on the lesson and so neither the coder, nor the

At

teacher'at that time can estimate how well the children understood the

instructions.

. If the coder does observe the children working, she/he must decide

*---if any inadequate performance-4s due to a lack of a skill or a misunder-

w standing of instructions. If_the child cannot perform a task even after

having had the.directions/clarified, then the-problem-may more likely

be due to a lack of skill and the demonstration should not be penalized.

However, if the instructions are made clearer, and the child's performance
.

improves, then the instructions were probabll:not clear enough -to begin with

A

and the children's comprehension of instructions sbouyd not receive a

high rating.

The scale points are:

1. None (0%) or almost none of the children understood-the instruc-

tions for the task

41 ,
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2. 25% of the chi-kren understood thp instructions for thelask

3. 50% o the chi4diren uriderst 'the instructions for the task'

4. 75% of the children understoo6 the instructions for the task

5. 100% of the children understacdPthe instructions for the task

6. Can't rate. The children were sent out of the ,group to work so

their understanding of the,insfhictions is not apRaiNant-:hy-t155---

r

. coder.

7:: Presentation Of New Words

.*

These items. record several aspects of the ways new words Or letters

can be presented to the reading group. New words or letters are defined

)

as relatively new symbols which the children will be asked to use in some

vity. in the lesson"to follow.

Five sets of checklists must be considered in coding the prbsentation

of a new symbol. Within each of the first three checklists, one option
V

must be checked for each new word. Each checklist is independent of the
/`

others, and any combination of circumstances is Possible.

NEW WORDS:

I. begin
during

2. give
child

3. phonic
context
both
neither

I. chbral

indiv

2. all
some

3_ 4 5 6 1 8 9

42 II
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I. When the pord is presented: at the beginning of the lesson

(begin) or dur.ing the reading turn when encountered (during)'.

If the tracher says. the word or has a child say i t before the

activity of the lesson actually starts (such as reading a story),

then before should be checked. 'If the teacher does not see that.

the word is said before the lesson starts but instead waits until

the child comes across it, then during is checked. The teacher,

may point out that a new word is present before the lesson, but

unless the word is actually pronounced and read,before the

reading of the story, then it is scored 'as during.

. Who first says the word: the teacher gives it (give) or the,

child has to figure /04 (child). If the teachergives a

new wor_d_to ttle-Chi d without attempting to have them figure
\N

it out, then give-Ls4blec40. "If the teacher tries. to have the
44

children sound out%the hew word otherwisefigure it oti;

. . 1

either with or without lues from the teacher, then child is.

checked: Even if the teacher ev ntually has to give a new

'word to the-children, if she triad beforehand to have them
o

figure it out, then child is c ecked.

3. How the word is presented: ith phonics clues (phonic), context

clues (contxt), both in c. 0-nation (both), or neither (neither).

Clues may be given when t e teacher gives a word and explains

how to recognize it,.calls on a 'child and tells Him the clue,

or calls on a child and directs him to figure out certain

aspects of the Word. Phonic clues (phonic) focus onsomething

43
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about the word's sound ("Look at the firstletter and say the

4

sound." "It rhymes .with boat.") Context.ciues (contxt) tell
. ,

something about the word's meaning, focus on pictures, or figure

out meaning from other words in the sentence. ("Look at the

pidture and think.what word makes sense here." "Read the _rest

of -Ole Words and think What words might gp here."). The

category,of both'is used for clues whith mention both phonics

and context. (For example, "Look at the beginning and ending

sounds, and then think what word with thOse sounds makes sense

there.") The'category of Neither is checked if the teacher has

given the:word without any explanation' or has asked a child to

read it without giving him any clues. 'Nothing is everrmentioned

about word attack skills which could be applied. (For .

I /

-example, 'This new word is 'riaht.") This would also be the

case i'#-a child coul1 read a new word Without clues and the

O

e cher affirmed his answer without any explanatory feedback.

f the teacher has the children repeat a new word after it has been

,presented, then the coder should proceed down the column to complete
4

items Land 2 below the dark line, which have to do with the manner in

which the-Word was repeated. If the.teaCher ddes notl)ave the children

repeat t new-word, items and below should be left blank.

I. plo4 (Choral) vs: individual (indivied) repetition. If the
1. .0

teacher has the children repeat the ward in grO4s of twp or

more children,-then choral should be checked. If the teacher.
-

has individuals say the word, check indfv. If the teacher

-a

O

:=1
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:mixes these'methods for the same word, check the method ,used

with the most children.

2. -All of the children repeated the word (all) vs. some of the

`children repeated the word (some). If the teacher asks'each

child in the group to say the word, whether individually or

in a group, then allshould be checked. 11 only some of the

children are asked to repeat,the word, then some should be

checked. For each word, only one of these options can be

"checkea.

8: Choral Responses.and Group Callouts

These two items are used to tally responses made by more than one

individual at a time and are,therefore, not coded on the low=i-frfVeiiCe

sheet.

Choral Responses. This item measures the freqUency of choral

responses requested by the teacher. Whenever the teacher asks twd'or more

children to respond in unison, it shoUld be t liedhere. This category

includes-repetitions (''OK Class, repeat after me...") and other group

recitations ("All together now, what are the vo ets?")

CHORAL:

GP. CALL OUTS:

4.7

GroupCall Outs. This item is a tally of all the times two or more

children call out an answer that is accepted by the teacher. If one child

of the group who, called out receives individual recognition, it is coded

4

45 f
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on The low inference Aeet'as an individual call out. If, on the other

hand, a teacher addresses a question to the group which an individual
.

child could answer, but instead several children call out the answer,

then it is counted ks a group call out. The distinguishing factor

between chart; responses and group call outs is that choral responses

are asked for by the teacher and "orchestrated", often by preceding

her questions with statements such as "CFassl" or "All togettler....".

Group call outs; on the other hand, are potential individual response

opportunities that fail to be so becaUse several children call out the

answer.

9: Undesirable Questions

QUESTIONS:,.

I. Rhetorical

2. Answers Own

3. Series
4. Other

(Note)

These items are frequencies of various types of undesirable

questions. A question is undesirable if it confuses the. children because

, it calls for unreasonable answers or gives the children ambiguous clues

about their responsibilities to respond.

The frequency of occurrence of each type of question should be

kept by making hash marks in the space for each type of question.

I. Rhetorical questio ar-e questions asked for effect only, with

the answer being apparent-from the question. (An example is

48
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"Isn't it a beautiful day outside?" when it obviously s.)

However, an easy question with an apparent,answer is not

necessarily,rhetorical sinde the teacher may be asking a

legitimate academic question with a guarantee of success. A

rhetorical question is more of a conversation hfiller" and does

not call for any kind of skhll or reasoning beyond realizing

. ,

the teacher's intent and agreeing with her tone of voice.

2. Answers own questions. This category is checked if the teacher

asks a question and then answers it herself. This may occur

when a teacher answers her own question without giving the

students an opportunity to do so, or when she addresses a

question to the,class in general and gets no response, so she

simply gives the answer. In either case, the children sit

passively. If a teacher calls on a particular child to answer,

8
then this is coded as a private respon e opportunity and not

recorded here, even if ultimately the teacher has to provide the
.

answer. The discriminating factor in marking Answers own is .

tftatTione of the children are in any way involved in answering

the question.

3.- A series of questions occurs when the teacher asks two or more

different questions in a row without waiting for an answer.

The questions may all,have the same answer, but their phrasing,

is such that they could be considered separate questions to

someone who did not know that answer.

4. Other. This cptegory should be checked and the question

47
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AO
described if, in the coder's opinion, the teacher has asked a

question whose phrasing makes it undesirable, as defi,egd above,

that cannot be coded in any of the above three categories.

48
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Part II

Using the Low-Inference Coding Sheet

(14

I.

. On this sheet is recorded more specific information about teacher-chil.d
eg,

interactions. There are two types of situations appropriate for coding:

public response opportunities and behavioral contacts. Nothing is coded for
-Zott

social, procedural, or private interactions of any kind. (A private interaction

is one involving a single child and the teacher away fro); other childrerbso

that no one is Questioned or listened to but the one child at that.time. This

is distinguished from a public situation in which, althouah the teacher may
o

deal with one child at a time, other children are listening'and could Participate

at any time.)

Time measures

Coding on this sheet begins when thelteacher starts the reading lesson.

This corresponds to the.end of the:time interval descrihed as Time to lesson

on the high-inference sheet. At this point, the code should enter the beainnina

tune of the lesson (start time!) on the first page of low-inference coding. This

is necessary in order to compute total time used for coding on the low-inferrence

sheet. When the group is dismissed, the time should be noted as stop time on

the last sheet of coding. Within a set of coding sheets, various intervals of ,

. -

time mawbe noted by using the start and stop times for eacfrpage of coding to

determine amounts of time used for each lesson context. (Spa. lesson contexts below.)
it4Pr

If the teacher leaves the group at'any time during the leison, the time

should be measured.to tip nearest half-minute and entered under Teacher out at

the top of.the low - inference coding sheet being used at thattime. If the

4
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reason for leaving the croup is beyond the teacher's control (a child nets sick,

-/. 4
the phone rings, a messenger comes), rather than being a routine mattdr (dislplining

other children, getting materials, checking_seatwork),Jhen check Bvnd for that

ime.

Lesson Contexts

For each coding sheet, one of the five lesson contexts should be checked.

Whenever the lesson activity shifts to a new context, a new coding sheet should

be started, but different activities within the same cOntexts may be continued

on the same sheet (although noted as different activities for the 9emonstration

ratings on the high-inference sheet if applicable.)- Thb start and stop time

for each context should'also-be noted, at the ton of the codino,sheet,

Non-workbook, slow-paced response oppoi-tOitiel. (Slow, '!o 1°R). The

1.7L'predominant activity_is teacher-guestionino and chiWbnswering and the pace 'is

slow. The children do no+ havel'oorkhoipks or worksheets on which they do exer-

cises, and a child's only.obportunity to respond is to teacher ouestions. The

,

children are not reading stOrigOfrom'a rqader,..al.thouoh° other reading activities

can be-involved, such as reading words on cards or vocabulary Fists.) This is

considered the most conservative cateoory, and is theedfore to he checked when

the codeo is unsure of 41he context or can not decide between this and another

category.

%.

2,Workbook or worksheet activities (WB). This activity is evidenced by

every child having some materials to work with. These may be workbooks, mimeo

sheets, blackboards, bingo cards,- etc. The distinguishino feature of Phis activi-

ty is that each child has something in front of him on which to make respohses,
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regardless of whether the teacher is also asking for public response-ZWPor-
.

tunities. Therefore, even if a child never is coded for an interaction hp still

has probably performed some activity durinn the lesson. This is in contrast to

the first situation described above, in which an absence of lines coded fora

child would-indicate that the student never had a chance to apply a skill and

receive nersonal feedback. In this conte t, also, there may he many nrivate work

contacts which will not be codes response opportunities because they were

not questions asked fo whole group to hear. This context is checked when the

teacher is presenting an assinnment in a work hook or worksheet to be done after

the group. The time for the explanation is recorded for this context whether or

not any response opportunities occurred, since the setting does not necessarily

exclude response opportunities.

3. Drills (Drill). This activity consists of a series of fast-paced questions

and answers without the use of a-workbook or worksheet. The distinguishing

feature of this activity which sets it apart from the first category (Slow, no

l'YI) is its pace. This is obviously fast, with the teacher noing rapidly from

child to child. Usually, there is little feedback heyoddacknowlednement.

Examoles of such activities are word recor'nition drikjs. This is to be,distinguished

from a senuence of word reconnition nuestions ate slow pace when the teacher is

nivinn each child a few seconds to "think" and frenuently offering clues and

process feedback. If the coder cannot decide if the pace js rapid enough to

'place it into the Drill catenory it should he consideredas,an example/Of Slow,

no WS instead. That is, items classified here are unquestionably fast-paced.

-51 C
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4. New reading in texts (New reading). This cateibory is checked when the

children are examining a nrTfory for the fir0time. This is a story, not

just single word identification exercises or display-hoard work. The children

,ire asked to read the story, usually silently, and they may he asked to read aloud

or to answer comprehension questions. Ouestions'occurring after the story or

before it but related to it are considered part of this activity and so are

coded in the same context as any reading. If the lesson shifts to ano+her activi-

ty such as a workbook activity'even though related to_the story, then the coder

should go to a new page, note the new context, and continue coding.

. 5:.gereading in texts ( rereadira). This activity inveflves the children

?of

reading a story which they obviously have read before. Their experience with the

story can be determined usually by what the teacher says. If it cannot he

determined that the children have seen the story before, then the activity should

be considered New read i nnr as discus above. Agairt any nuestions related to

the story are coded in the same context as the reading, hut if the lesson

switches to a- qualitatively different activity, then a new pane should be started.

7esponse Opportunities 1

A response opportunity is a teacher-initiated, public, academic demand made

on a single child in the reading group.setting after the lesson has started. This

mart of the coding system is therefore used only to record information about

teacher - initiated academic interactions with individual children. If does not

include any child-initiated work.confacts, except for call-outs and volunteering

in response to a teacher Question, nor does it include social, Procedural, private

work-related or out-of-group contacts.

47
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Each fine'of coding in this section must contain a &iild's number, the

type of selection, the type,of question, and the response of the child. In

addition, any teacher feedback bevOnd mere acknowledgement should he note()

checkino-th appropriate types of feedback.

Child Numb r (nwv)

Every child should have been assigned a unioue number, and when an inter-,

action inyol n the child occurs, the numl)er should be entered in the column

labeled CHD#. If the child is a male, record it under i!ale ("), and if a
A

female, under Female (F). The rest of the coding of an interaction involving

that child occurs on the Same line as the number. .hop an interaction involves

iOre than one line of coding, the child's number must :.7 repeated on every line.

Types of Selection

The categories listed under the heading of 'Selection' describe how the

child was chosen to answer a question. distinction is made between initial

selectjon, ( l nttial),the way in which the child was first &iosen to interact

with the Lacher, and subsquent selection, (Subs), the reason that the child
#.

continues,to have interactions with the teacher after the first of a series,

Types of initial selections are Preselect ^rgered turns (nnnrP),

53
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volunteer (NVOL), Vlunteer (VOL), and Call out (CALL). The types of subseqUent

selections are Continue (CONT) and C.rror Correction (CRRO2).

Initial 'Selection

The most important distinction to he made here is between selection based

on order of seating and randbm selection.based on other cues. "Then the selection

is made according to order of seating, the teachr is going from one end of the

group to the other, asking each child in turn the:next nuestion, with only occasional

deviations from this order. The actual words used\ in sele,cting the child may

he identical when such ordered turns OP(lEr) are used and when one of the other
F,.

four methods of selection are used. Thp,main difference is that ordered -urns

((ROER) follow a Pattern hased on seating, and the other types of selection do not.

Therefore, the coder must not only listen to what the teacher says but also

notice any aeneral pattern of selection. lintilsuch a pattern is discernible,

'*the coder should use a.cetegory besides ernFn. After coding several lines as

other categories and then realizing that they follow the seatino natternir the

selection types can then be changed to r)RDED,.

Ordered Turns (0ROER)., This category is checked when the teacher selects a

child on the bais of his seating position because she is usinn a pattern in

her selection such as Going from one side of the group to the other. The teacher

1

may or may not name a child before asking a guestion, but both the selected

respondent and the rest of k-he group could know who will answer theoligstion

Ware it is asked because the teacher ig'obviously using some kind of a nattern

based on the oroup's seatino position. However, for ordered turns (OMF:32) to he
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applicable,"that pattern must he-apparent to the children in tke group. There-

--fore, even if it is anparent to the coder that the teacher is selecting the chi!-

wren in the same order again and again, if_IPets-la'attern is so comnlex that the

chitdren do not recoanize it (as would he the case if the teacher was asking.

every third child, 'for.example) then ordered Turgs (nRDE) should not he checked..

..The important point,,O'remember when coding ORDE^, therefore, is that the

children are aware of the pattern and .know 'who will be called on next, whether

that child 4s named before the auestion is asked or not.

.Ordered turns VP,DER) isalso checked when the children are reading,assigned

parts in a story if 'they automatically know .w will read next because the

. ,

character's names or:pictures are listed.

Preselect (PRE). This category is checke& if the teacher names a particular

child before asking a auestion, and is apparently . not selecting the child

.Becauseecause'Of his seating pOsition in the group. ,The important thing to remee-)er

about ceding a Preselect (PRE) is that everyone in the grow) knows mho wiii have....._______.

to,answer before the auestion is asked. Another important point is that before

''
,

the respondent was named, he did not know that
1

he was going to be called undm.
, , .

An:Ordeted Turn (ORDER) is therefore to be,distinguished,from Preselect (PPE)

in that, when Ordered Turns are bbinc used, the children know before the child is

)
,

namad,who will have to answer the next question, while in Preselect, the children
t

do not know who will answer the question until'the teacher designates a child.
i

'Examplef 1: Paul,' what iwhat was the name Of the boy the story? ,
. .

P: neorae. (This would be coded as r-r unless it was nart iii an ordered
pattern:) ..,

; !

O

r
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Nonvolunteer (MOL). This category is checked whenever the teacher asks a

question, then calls on a child who has not volunteered to answer and who is not

Previously desipnated to answer it because of his seating position. "onvolunte

(NVOC) may be checked whether or not other children in the group have volunteered

to answer the question. The important points to remember e that the child

haS not offered 1-6 answer the question, the child is not ex ected to he ready,

to answer the question -hecadse of his seatinn.pbsition, and the teacher nave no

indication before asking the question as to who would he chosen to answer.

When the coder is not sure whether to code Preselect (°PF) or Nonvolunteer

(4VOL), she/he should code "onvolunteer ("VOL).

Examole: T: What was the name of he hov in the story?

Paul does nothinn to indicate he wants to ansi.:er; and he is not sittihn

in a position that is to he called on next.

T: Paul, you answer that.

Volunteer (Vol.). This catenary is checked whenever the teacher calls on a,

child who has indicated by raisinn his hand that he wants to answer a nuestion,

i

The teacher selects the child hecauSe he has volunteered and not because ro. is
..', .

s4tILL00 in a position to be called upon next. Therefore, the important point
i

1

to remember'in coding Volunteer°(V(L) is that the child called upon has indicated,.________.

adesire.to answer the question: and this desire was influential in having the,
. , ,

teacher call Linen him, reeardless df where he was sittine.,
%

t

If unortain about whether to 'code Volunteer-or "onvolunteer, check "on-

volunte4r,

Example: What was the name of ;the boy in the story?

aul raises his hand.

All rioht, Paul, you answer that.
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Call Out (CALL), This category is.checked'whenelrpchi-14-tnSwersia

question when he has not been desionated by the teacher to answer that auestion''

(either by hi.s seating position or by havinn been named by the teacher) and

his answer cs accepted by the teacher. An important point to remember when

coding Call Out (CALL) is that the teacher must respond to the content of the(

child's answer., If she only corrects the child for his calling out behavior or

ignores it completely but does not respond to the actual content of the answer,

then no entry should be ,noted in the Pesponse Mportun.itv section, but the event

should be noted in the Behavioral Contacts section of the 'coding sheet: If__
1 .

_r________________
, ,

the teacher responds to-1the academic content of the answer but also comments

ionthecallinaoutbenajor, then note the interaction ih both sections. (Refer

!

to the discussion of call outs'under -lehavioral ,:'ontacts..)
_ _________

The Call nut (CALLi category is used only to describe individual call outs
1

in which the teacher relponded to the individual' child whO called oUt. If the

teacher asks a nuestion!which is answered by more than one child calling out at

once, and the teacher then responds to the content of that answer- without oivinr

any individual feodback'or adknowlednement, then the interaction is not noted

here, ,Instead, the event should be noted under the headinp of croup Call '',uts
c

on the high-Inference c dipg sheet.

When unsure whether to code Call out or Volunteer, check Volunteer.

Subsequent Selectrpns

One of the five cateoories dekribed ahovP is checked every time a child heoinsj

:a codable academic interaction with'the teacher. If the interaction reluires more

than one line of coding, every line after the first for that child should have':

I.

5'7
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ecti n

(ERROR).. A check in one of theS'e two columns indicates that the,chtld and teacher

continue to interact withoutq Interrupted for more than a shor answerby

another child's response opport ity. Once another child does iAte act with the

teacher and the teacher does not immediately return to the first, ild to continue

a question or reading turn, one of the initial selection categories must be

checked again the next.time the first child'is alied unon.

Continue (r.rMT). This catenory represents continuinn interaction with a
a

different den than that described ie the prec.dtng line of coding. For example,

the teacher 'might have asked a nuestion which Was)answered correctly, and then
?

asked another related but different nuestion to the samle child. Another case

mioht he the child not knowinn the ansyer to the nrecedinn nuestion and fhe teacher

(living him the answer and then asking a'new nuestion. Therefore, this cat'-

(tory may he checked renardless of how the child performed on the immediately

previous demand. The imnortant criterion for checkinn Continue (rNT) is that

the new. question represents a differeht der, and onNe child. It does not eenne-

/

senten effort to imnrove a premiqus response, eien though the. two aue4tions may

be related in content.

Error Correction (7,10:). This category is used to indicate an interaction

which is being continued for the purpose of imprdvinn a previously unsatisfactory

response. Therefore thedemand on the child is\essentially the same as that of

the previouS line of codinn, even thbugh the f rh of the anSwer maY hp channed

slinhtly to serveas a clue to the desired answer, as when a word neconnition

PidnEC) nuestion is missed and the teacher nixes a clue by asking a Word Attack
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(WdATT) question. Fven though the form of the question has been changed, the

Purpose is still to net the child to answer the previous Word Recognition question.

The_following dialogue presents examoles of the different types of subsenuent

selection:

T: Wha is this word?

,P: Bell (INITIAL SELECTION OF S')NE SORT)

hood, Paul. Do you know wliat this word is too?

Tell 1 (CONT1NUE.coded for this line.)

: And this one?

Horses (CONTINUE)

T: No, it's house. Try one more.

:P: That's ant. (CONTINUE)

T: No, Paul. Look at the last sound. What does this letter say?

P: d-d-d-d-d. '(ERPOR CORRECTION gof miscalled word and)

So what is the word?

And. (fiRROP cnrnrciinN, since the teacher is stir' trying to get an
mnroved response from a previously incorrect answer.)

i o k

Continue (CONT) will always be checked when the previous line shows New

or .

. 'N.lestion (nEw n) in the section for Sustaining Feedback: .It will al,so be checked

when a reading turn is being coded, and an interaction has just taken place and
. ,

been completed about an incorrectly called or unknown word and the child has re-
.

tUrOpd-to reading,the text._

checked on the previous line.

this case, New,Ouestion (NEW Q) wifl not have ,been

Error Correction (ERROR) will and Only he checked when one of the

o ti',4,r types of suttainin4 feedback has been checked on the previous line, ei4er

WIA

A

5 -9
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Repeat (RPT), Clue (CLUE), or nive by clue ((lVE'). Pefer to the section for
4

Feedback for a discussion of these categories.

Comments

The category labeled h:O14 for Comment is checked whenever the teacher asks

a child about another child's answer. in any Way other fhan'askinh hiM directly

to supply an answer which the first child has not provided. i A Comment (com)
rA

would be coded if the teacher asked the child for hiS opinidn Of the answer,

whether he thought,it was righf or wronc,,whether he can M o d to i t (without im-
,

Oa
plyina that 'the first answer was wronq and the child.should.correct it) or

)

simply to repeat it. Therefore a complete line of codinn far
,

this situation

would include the child's number, the type of selection, a Check under CoMMnni

(f,',OH1), the.tyne of auestion being asked to the child (not necessari,ly the same

as the question he is beina asked about), and his answer,,,alonn with any feed-
,,

back. 7.emember that if the first child has answered incorrectly, and the, teacher

asks the second child for the ,answer, it is not noted in the Comment ('n!"') column

and is instead Considered an Ask other (AO) type of feedback to the first child.

See the discussion of Ask Other in the section on- Feedback.

Examples:: 'pobert, what do you think of 'ichard's answer?

"Sue, can you add anythrnc to that?"

)

"'lichele, was that right or wronn?"

"Daniel, what did Kevin just say?' (This would also he notbdlas an-

Emphasis (rupH) oh, the previous line. f-,ee'the'discussioA of r.mnhasis

in the Feedback section.)

ti

,fleadina Turns

co
3

Two o iumns labeled TURNS and EN") are located on the chdinq sheet before the
, .

Like the Comment (COHn) column, they are used to indicate that,Question section.

COY
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a particular kind of situation (a reading turn) is heinc coded, and therefore

serve as additional checks on a line for which all other pertinent catenories

are also checked. That is, TURN and Erie do not suhstitute for an' other cate-

aories, but are coded in addition to them.,

A reading turn is defined as an extended series of sinnle response (moor-

tunities in which a child is asked to reconnize and say a series of words i or

letters. The most common format for this is the Nasal reader, when a ehil is

6S'ked to read one or more lines in absterv; hut'thn situation also includ4
I

reading from a letter list or word list'in a workhogk. -hese demands are ion-

i

,sidered series of response opportunities hecause the child is heinc asked
.

answer several Word r',ecognition 6/drEn) nuestions in a row. This. is .to bd,dis-
,

tinguished from a demand ,to read a sinyie word, then a new question to read the

next, then an additional request for the next, etc. r.allinc on a child for

a reading turn conveys the expectation that he will read more than one wgrii unti'

.a specified limit or until he is stopped by the teacher.

AP
In order to keep from coding every word in a readinc turn as a singl'

question, even though each word is essentially a response onportuni.ty, thi two

4 1

. .
I

columns, TURN and :11-, are used to note'whn a turn is takinn place, and 4ri1 Y Interac-,

tiona, with the teacher involving some.sinnle words (uquallv thOse miqsedlor not

known)' are recorded. This means that all worth called correctly by a chid in a

reading turn and not commented do by the teacher'are not represented as pinny

lines of codinPI, as they would be if they were nresented as separate nuections, one

)

at a fine.

6.

.
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When a child is called upon to read for a reading turn, the coder should

note the child's number and type of selection and then Wait until an interaction . 5°'

wfith the teacher occurs or the turn ends with no mistakes and, therefor'e, no

interactions involving sinele words.

If No Errors Occur Purina A Turn

If the turn ends with no errors heinc made, the coder should check ET) to

denote the c'rk'd of Turn, and then mark Word Pecoonition (VMPM as the type of

t

nuestion, and ('orrect (corm as the answer. Then the feedback beyond ackno.,ledge-
,

ment given to the turn as a whole should 5P noted on the same tine As the check
t-

1
. I

. --

for...3EAn. If the teacher S-vs nothing to the child, and goes onto thie next
1 f

...

person to read, then 110 Feedback ('IoFr') should he checked. The only other cate-
i

oories appricahle ;kW feedback to the rnA of Turn' (MP) are the2f1rst five'after°4P

No Feedback; Emphasis (FNI"11), process (P.PCS),47raise-(01S), rriticism (-PIT),
5

'Specificity (,SPEC),,and :Jew -)uestion (El!: 6). The rest of the feedback catenories

are appricahle only to interactions about sinale words, not to the turn as a wL,ole.

If Errors Occur ")urin- A Turn_

If mistakes occur during th0 turn, the coder should check TOM: to degOte that

the interaction coded on that line occurred during a Thading Turn, then deck

Word Recocnition (WdrErs.) to indicate the tyno of euestion, then check either

Incorrect (INC), r)on't '<n"ow (DK) or "lo Response (N7), denehdine on how the error

_

occurred. refer to the section on Answers for definitions of these situations.)

The rest of the line shOuld thAn descri^e the teacher'sreaction toithe mistake,

5

the same manner as tha categories would ~P used to,describe an interaction.

62
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iinvolving a single'word recognition question in a non -turn situation. If

the teacher uses one of the last three kinds of sustaininn feedback (RPT, CLUE, GIVE)

in an effort to improve the child's response and help him finure out the word, then

the next line of coding will show the child's number, Error Correction (ERROR) for

selection, TURN to indicate that the interaction- is occurring during a turn, and

the type of nuestion that is asked to the child to improve his response. .(This

will be another Word.7econnitiOn question unless thn teacher asks for a different

answer such as the beginning sound, the first letter, etc. This would hi. recor-

ded'as a Word Attack nuestion. Another change from Word Peconnition minht occur

if the teacher rephrases the question into a 'eadinn Choice (RdCUC) concerninn

thejword in question. °ther ouestion 'categories are also aonlicable. 7he rest

of this line thenlrecords the child's answer ft) the second question and the

"teaCher's feedback. The interaction Maytherbe continued for as many Irnes

as necessary until the child gets or is given the word. Mien the interaction

concerning that word is ended, the coder should droo,hack to th,i next line, note

theichild's number, check Continue'as the type of selection, and wait until the
---------

child either finishes the turn or anoth&. interaction about a single word occurs)

If another interaction about a single word does, occur, the coder would
1

ft-fiat it in the same way. When the child finishes readinn and all interactions

andut single Words have ')pen completed end coded, the coder should star+ anew

lioe, note the child's number, check Continue (C 1 "1T)', and then check rfri to---t-

der1ote the Fend of_ Turn. Then the question type is automatically Word Teconnition
__

. ,
1 .

4

.

.
.

,

and the Answer is Incorrect to indicate that the child did not.reah correctly all......-

the way through, (or possibly '!() Response if the chijd did pothinn when cP11Pd

upOn t read in which case the selectioO would hrLan Initial type). The: rest r

63
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the line describes the feedback given by the leacher t9 the turn as a whole,

again using one of the first six categories of feedback or New Question (NEW Q) 4

if something beyond acknowledgement is given, but never using one of the last

seven categories (except for New Question). These are Only used to describe

interactions about single words or questions.

In summary, the coding of a reading turn includes one or more ines of

coding with the child's number on every line. A type of initial selection is

noted on the first line and all other lines have either Continue or Error

Correction checked for the type of selection. (This is true even if the turn

is ,interrupted for another child's comment or answer', after which the first
6

;5

child resumes reading., The coding for the Second child would have an Initial

Selection and no check for, TURN.) The last iine of codin a reading turf

will have a check under End of turn and'the,rest of the I 17 describes the turn

as a whole. Any other lines included in the coding of a reading turn will have

.checks under TURN categorl and will describe interactions-with the teacher about

single'words. Therefore,TURN and END may not be checked on the same line.

If a child finiAes reading and then is asked comprehension questions

about his reading, TURN!and END are no longerir used, since they are checked

onlY' on lines that describe the actual act of reading. If a child finishes

reading and then is asked questions about the story, and ,then,resumes reading

the next paragraph, then the line denoting thb End of the Turn (END) should occur

at the very end of the IdstpaSsage of reading. If comprehension questions inter-
.

rupt the reading, then the coding sheet woulroliorchiect a series of lines (assuming

interactions occurred in ,the first part of reading) with TURN checked, then lines

Jithout TURN checked and some Non-reading Question categories checked, and then

a resumption of TURNs being checked (again assuming interactions occur) and

0
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finally an END line, reflecting the reading involved in the turn, not the:

performanceon the comprehension questions. Of the child read completely

correctly, then was asked Comprehension questions, then again. rebd correctly,

the coding would appear3sta series of Comprehension questions followed by a

Wipe marked END and a description of feedback to the reading turn as a whole.

. Types of Questions

The nine categories for "questions" are divided into two major classes:.

Reading demands (labeled Read on the coding sheet) and Non-reading Questions

(labeled non-read.), The categories under Read have to_do with demands placed

"e the child to read a word, letter, or'identifylp sound or compOnent of a word.

The pirpose behind such demands is Co have the child focus on the process of

of'labeling arbitrary symbols and/or their components. f

-.

*
Ndn-readfng questions (Non-read) include any other demand that does not

focus, on the act of reading for its on sake. This is likely to , include- demands

that call on memory of labels or events other than that involved in word and

letter identification.,
att

'Nor,'

A line of.coding must have one and only one check in-a "question" category.

;Reading Questions:

;Repetition (REP). This category is checked whenever the teacher has the

child epea't a word which has just been read to him. It does not include

requests for repetition that involve extended recitation of something such as

.

o
a nursery rhyme. It on)y

0
Includestbrief requests to repeat a word or'short

series of words for which a visual,demohstration is present and immediately

after the teacher has said the word(s) so that the child can read them by

I

repeating.: Since it Is included ip the categories listed under, Read, it shoul
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only be used when the child is repeating a word for the purpose of reading .

it (i.e., looking at the written symbol and saying it, even though it has

just tfeen given to him.)

Examples: "This word is tigers. Say tigers."

"That letter is an h. Can you say H?"

"This letter makes the snake sound, s-s-s-s-s-s.

Make that sound with me."

Reading Choice (RDCHC). This category is checked when the child is

presented with a discrete, set of four or fewer alternatives to be used in

identifying a word, letter, or sound. The alternatives may be listeb in the

question, or the question may be in the form of a "yes7po" choice. Again,

since the category falls under the, general heading of Read, it should only

be checked when the purpose behind the question is to bet the child to

associate a label with a.word, letter, or sound and this is done by making

the question a choice. In order to be a true choice for the child, the

alternatives should be made easily apparent. A question such as, "Find all

objects in the room starting with the "r" sound" is not, therefore, a

Reading Choice (RDCHC) question. But "Which of these four pictures has'a

name that starts with the "r" sound?" does clearly dekth the choi o be

made by presenting the alternatives to the child all at fhe same time.

Workbook questions that become response opportunities should usually be

coded as Reading Choice (RDCHC) unless the coder can'be certain that another

Category applies.

Examples: '"Is this word dog or cat ?"

"Is this word Dog?"

"Is that a b, a, or d?"

"Do you hear a'"t" sound?"

.6
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"Clap if these two words start with the same sound."
(The child has the choice of clapping or not clapping.).

Word Recognition (WdREC). This category is checked whenever a child is

asked to look at, a written symbol, whether a letter or'a_ word, and attach

a label to it as a wholes It does not involve sound identification, which

is considered in the next °category, Word Attackt(WdATT): This category is

--A.
with whole-unit labeling. It can be used for single interactions,

Ze-
,

. in which a child is asked to identify only a single word or letter.at a time

before receiving feedback, or it can be used in conjunction with"the Reading

and End of Turn (END) categories to describe any interactions which take

%

,1

place during a reading turn.

Examples: "What is this word?"

"What is this letter?"

-"Read the first four lines."

Word Attack (WdATT). This category is checked whenever theiteac4ee asks

a question about reading which involves a). sounds of words anthletters

and/or,b). the process of breaking a word or Iet)er down into it, components.

This includes any kind of sub-unit analygis after the whole w6rdlor letter

has been presented either visually or auditorally. This-inc10

asked aixiut phonics and sounds involved in words or letters,.a

ciudes questions about letter-by-letter analysis of a word once jthe word

questions

it also in-

has been presented as a whole. The category also includes ques 10flS about

theprpcess of word analys,is.

Examples: "What is the first sound you hear in slca?"
3

The child is attempting to read the word tree and the teacher

says, "What are these first two lettkS?"

"How did you-know that word was cat and not cc

67
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"What are some sounds that this u can make?"

"What's alike about cat and hat?"

"This word is hat. If we change this letter, what'?
another word we could make?"

/ Non-reading Questions:
/

Personal Questions (PERS). These questions are asked for the purpose

elicitipg a child's own personal experience or opinion as it relates to

the academic topic. When sUchjuestions are asked for nor-academic reasons,

such as iocializing,they are not coded.

There are,not any "correct" answers, per se,although'Perso I (PERS)

questions may be evaluated for their appropriateness. Pers I questioris

can be identified by,,their open-ended nature in that there,is no one right

fr
answer, al9d their personal nature, in that the answer depends on each

individual child's experience and/or feelings. The4child does not have to

.00r
apply any othei: criteria than his own memory or perferences, and he does

not have to sypply justification `or reasoning for his answers.

Examples:, (when relevant to lesson topic):

"Have you ever riddenion a train?"

"Do,you have a pet?"

! "Would you like 4o have a dog like Pug?" ,

"Non - reading /Choice (CHOIC). The form of Non-reading 'Choice ( CHOIC)

quesOs is the same asthlat for Reading Choice (RdCHC) demands, The only
,, )

, _ q*
difference isithat the content deals with, something besides theoactual act

A

of reading wottds or letters or hearing sounds. Again, 'four or- alter: _.:4!it'
x.. ,

4 ,

natives must be p ?esented to the child specifically, suchJas asking hith to

choose a pictbre from a limited collection rather than asKing him to look
y

68
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at all the objects in the'room and find something.

0

Examples: "Was the boy in the story happy or sad?"

'"'"js tha-fie comma or a period?" ,

"Is this a picture of -a catel?" but ".ls this a-picture

of something that. b'egins with the "k" sound?" would be

Reading Choice (RdCHC)]. '

,

.."
Product (PROD). in this caregOry are included questionshat. re^ .r'

....,

theichild to reproduce frOm memory 'some fad', ial3;ei

which he has been exposed previously-

of words,,lerers,.and..sounds,Ind_2)

material that has just immed

'under ing-to

Rs of 13 recognition

lqions about comprehension

h the reading group setting) been

of

read by the child or,whichliellet,just heard read. However., questions about

',stories read on the previous day or earlierdeand being reviewed are coded

in this category.

ExaMpkes: "What is this picture?".

"What was the name of the story we read yesterday ? "'

"What Is a Shovel used;for?" (assUting they have not

just read the =answer in the story.)

"Tell 'ftie something' about Christmas."
10.,

"In our reading yesterday, what did we find out about

the todn?"f '

"What do you have to do in fire drill?"

"Make up a sentence with the words here."

Comprehension (COMP). This category. is checked whenever the-teacher

a

asks questions about a ,story which the child.has just read or heard read

in the group. The expected answer must be something which the child,could

know by having- heard, the story, and therefore requires nothing beyond memory.

If e coder is unsure about whefher.the Children have just read the story

6 9
A
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.or if they-are being reviewed from a previous lesson, the.question should be

coded as Product rather than Comprehension, since Comprehension is limited -'

only to i ctual questions which can be answered from 'a story which the

;-

child has just heard or read.

r

Examples: (Assuming that all of these questions could be
answered by remembering occurrences in a story

just read.)

"What does Ben want to do?"

"Why do the boys want to go to the zoo?"

"What did Nancy tell her mother?"

Interpretation (INTRP). Interpretation questions require the child to

make predictions, evaluations, or interpretations based on story content or

other facts known to the child. In order to answer such questions, the child

must go beyond the factual information, and therefore cannot rely on memory

alone to answer the question. He muss apply some criterion and reasoning

process to generate an appropriate answer. Th answer usually does not

have any one precise right answer and the child may be asked to justify

his reasoning.

If the coder cannot determine

Pi

a question.is one of Interpretation or

Comprehension, product, or Choice,.the most appropriate of the latter.three

should be code4

agmples: "Why is there a cage around the-Tiger Pit?"

"Do you think she did the right thing in running
away from home?"

"What-do you think will happen to Ben and Kurt?"

"How dolBen and Jack feel about this?"

i (It is assumed in all of the above that the children

have not been given the answers previously.)

a
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Types of Answers

Every line of coding must have one and only one category checked in

this section.

Correct (CORR).,. This category is checked if the teacher indiCates.

correctness, or, in the absence of any teacher acknowledgement, if the coder,

can determine that the child's answer is acceptable, appropriate, and /or

correct. For some Personal and Interpretation questions a single correct

answer is not appprent and the child should be judged for the appropriateness

Of this response as indicated by the teacher or determined by the coder.

Within reading turns. Correct (CORR) refers to correct word calling

Incorrect (INC). This category should be checked when the child's

response.is incorrect or inappropriate. When an answer does not fall neatly

into either the Correct (CORR) or Incorrect (INC) category, the coder should

attend to the. teacher's reaction and the thrust of her feedback. If she
A

responds mainly to the correct part of the answer, then code it as Correct

1,(CORR). .1fshe is mainly concerned with the incorrect Part of the answer,

then code Incorrect (INC). If no such decision can be made and the coder

s unsure, the.an4wer should be considered Correct (CORR).

Within reading turns, incorrect (INC) refers to miscalled words. The

child has attempted to read the word but did so incorrectly.

*--
I Don't Know- (DK)". This category is checked whenever the child does

.not attempt an answer but instead responds by stating that he does not know

the answer or that he needs help. The child does not answer, but does give-

an overt indication that he has heard the question and realizes that he

4111

does not know the answer.

In reading turns, this category indiQptes that the child has stopped

on a word and has turned to the teac e for help, thus admitting that he

does not know the word and is not attempt it.
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No Response (NR). This category is checked when the child does not .

answer the question and also does not indicate that he does not know the

answer. The child may either appear to not have heard the question and

therefore does not give any reaction or the child may respond non-verbally

in some way such as ducking his head, or any other behavior that indicates

that. he is not willing to answer the question and is also not willing to

-

admit that he does not know the answer.

In readihg turns, a No Response occurs when a child stops on a word,

does not attempt to say it, and dOes not ask for help.

t -

Teacher Feedback

Following the child's answer or lack of response,, the teacher may either

do nothing, essentially ignoring the child, or she may acknowledge the answer

without any substantive feedback by simp.ly,sayingthat it was correct or

incorrect, or she may also praise, crit4cize,. and/or give some other mare

substantive kinds of feedback.. If the teacher only acknowledges the correct-

ness or incorrectness of an answer, the coder does not record anything under

the teacher feedback section. The absence of a check in this section'

t

means routine acknowledgement such as 'Might," "Yes," "No," "Wrong," etc. -

if anything besidestautine acknowledgement occurs or if the teacher simply
, e ,

,,

appropriateignores the child's answer, it iScoded in the appropriate ,category as
,

defined below.
, 7.

. , .

There are essentially two kinds-Of fegdba0 which may be given to a

.
child when he haS made an incorrect response These are Terminal feedback,

.
.

.
. . .. . . . .. .

which has the effect-. 04 ending tie child's response to that question, and
.1,....

.

Sustaining feedback, in which the teacher's feedback maintains contact with

tee same thVld,.by reqqesthrig another response from him. In addition to the

r I *

sitU

"12 4
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types of feedback included under these two major" categories the teacher may

also give praise, criticism, and/or process feedback. She may also give

Emphasis to the answer with or without additional substantive feedback.

These four categOies.may be double coded with. any other categories

appearing under the Terminal or Sustaining headings. However, any categories

within either of those two headings may not be coded with each other, with

the single exception of a New Question (NEW Q) following some terminal

feedback.
t

No Feedback (NoFB). When the teacher neither acknowledges the corn

ectness,..or incorrectness of an answer, this category is checked to ipdicate

that the teacher has essentially ignored the child's answer. This category,

is'also codeqwhen the teacher gives an ambiguous response to the child,

Such as repeating the child's answer in a questioning tone of voice without

ever letting the child know what she thinks. This might usually occur in

situations where the teacher is asking or an opinion, a guess, or a pre-
.

diction, and the teacher's reaction is not easily judged by the child:

`However, if the teacher indicates any kind of acceptance or rejection.of

40
the answer, even if only a nod or "Okay," this category should not be

v.

checked. It is used only to indicate that the teacher left the child

"hanging," so to speak, and did not give him any acknowledge ment as to the
A

oorrectnes s or incorrectness of the answer. If this column is checked,

;e, $
then no other-items in the teacher feedback section are applicable with the

exception of Emphasis by repetition and New question (NEW

Emphasis (EMPH). This category (4hecked whenever the teacher does

something to insure that the answer just given by a child was heard by the

others. This can be done by having the teacher repeat the answer, having

the child repeat his own answer, or by having a second child repeat the answer.

73.
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This slioUld be checked after the end of a reading turn (END) when the teacher

has the child re-read the 'passage fOr any reason, rather than'codingthe readiHg'

turn for a second time.

. Rrocess: Feedback (PRCS). This category is checked whenever the teacher

reviews the processes used to arrive at an answer or gives an explanation as
6

to what as wrong with an answer. The important thing to remember about

Process Feedback is that the teacher goes beyond simply giving, affirmiMg,

or repeating an answer and somehow provides' an additional explanation TO the

child about that answer.

ExaMples: "That word is bake. You can tell that because when there is
an e after a single consonant, the other vowel is usually long."

"Yes, that's a period and not a comma, because-it is at the
end of the sentence, and periods are marks that go only at the
ends-of sentences,,and commas'are marks that never go at the
ends of sentences.",

"Yes, Ben :probably is unhappy. You can tell by the way he holds

, his head and shuffles his feet. 1'

Praise (PRAIS). Praise is checked whenever the teacher communicates a
a

positive evaluatioQsto the child of his answer, beyond-simply, ackpowjedging

the correctness of it. This may ,be done by compimenting'the child either by

verbalizing ("Good," "Wonderful," "Far,out") or by-any other gesture or expression

conveying a positive evaluation beyond acknowledgebent of correctness such as*

an exaggerated smile, clapping her hands in a deLignted manner, or epthusiasti-'

calle4ging the child. It is importantto remember that tpny teacher reaction

coded as praise must be in response to the child answer, not just a spontaneous

expression of affection by the teacher for the child. If'the teacher rather

perfunctorily says words such as "Gadd," or "Fine," it is also coded as praise,

74
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even though it is not necessarily enthusiastically or warmly delivered. 'In

other words, if the teacher'Says anything or convey in'any way that she is
!(

pleased with the child's .answer and/or performance then it is coded as praise.

Criticism (CRIT). Criticism can be considered the opposite reaction of

praise. It is a communication from the teacher to the:chir, of a negative

evaluation of the child's answer beyond simply acknowledging incorrectness or
J

4

undesirability of the answer. it may be obvious verba) criticism ("You're

stupid," "You're not thinking today," or it may be a non-verbal gesture or

expression of disgust, anger, or frustration by the teacher for the child's

answer. An example of a non-verbal expression would be the teacher grimacing

in response to a child's answer or shaking her head with a deep, exaggerated

frown. To be coded here as Criticism (CRIT), the reaction must occur to the

child's answer, but may also reflect on the intellectual ability, motivation,

or work habits that went into producing that answer.
, -

Specificity (SPEC). 1The category of specificity is double coded with either

praise or criticism. That is, it cannot be checked unless one of, these two

a
categories has also been decked`, although ;aither'of themAan be coyed without

the use of the specific fl' category. The meaning of ADecificity depends on

whether Praise or Criticism has occurred.

When Praise has beenNgiven and coded, Specificity is checked if the state-

ment.defined the behavior that is praised. The teacher must state specifically
=4

what it was about the child's answer or answering behavior that she is praising.

ExamMes: "That is good because you thought before you spoke."

"I liked th6 way you spoke up so clearly."

'When Criticism ha'S occurred and been coded, Specificity can be checked°
.

only if the teacher has defined the desired alternative behavior.
.4

-et
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"You're, not thinking today. Remember, before you answer, stop

and think about that rule."

"You're not using any expression in reading that. ,Remember to
d just like you were talking to your friends when you read

t part."

Terminal Feedback

The following three categories are considered types of terminal feedback.

Whenever they occur, the teacher is essentially ending that child's response

opportunT+y for that question by somehow getting the answer from another child

or giving the answer herself. Therefore, the child who has just answered does

not continue to answer that same question, although the teacher may ask the

samechild a new question.

Give Answer (GA). This category is checked whenever the teacher supplies

an answer to a child who has answered either incorrectly, "I don't know," or

no response. It is not used after correct answers, with.initiO selection, although,

it is possible to give anapnswen after a correct answer for an Error correction

rt

selection.

,.Another important point to remember about this category is that the

teacher is the one who is supplying the answer, not another student.

Ask Other (AO). This category is considered after an initial selection

%

leading to an incorrect answer, an "I don't know" response, or no response.

It is checked whenever the teacher asks another child_to-supply the correct

answer, rather than supplying the answer herself.. In so'doing, the is ter-
.

minating the first child's response opportunity for that particular questiOTT.

Call Out (CALL). When the teacher asks a question to a designated res-
.

'pondent, and another child calls out the answer or makes some substantive

comment before the teacher can give any feedback to the first child, and if
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the.teacher responds to the content of the called out answer or comment, then,

'Call out <CALL) is cheOed for the type of feedbacic, The teacher is essen-

tially letting the answer or comment that was called out by the other child

serve as feedback to the first child. However, .unless the teacher or the

o..

first child uses the called out answer or comment in this way, it cannot be

checked here.

If the teacher responds to the child who called out by accepting his

answer, the next line of coding should describe this by noting that child's

number, call out (CALL) as the type of selection, and then the rest of the

interaction gs it occurred. If the teacher responded to the call out with

some behavioral comment, it should be noted under Behavioral Contacts.

Sustaining Feedback

The next four types of feedback are considered sustaining feedback. They

are distinguished from terminal feedback,in.that, by giving these kinds of

feedback, the teacher i requiring the child to cont4nue responding, either

to ?the 'same qdestion or to a,new one. -

New Question (NEW Q). This category is checked .whenever the answer to

,the questionquestiori just asked has either been givenby the child or supplied by

the teacher or another child, and the question is'no longer open to further

attempts at answering, and the teacher sustains with the child by asking

a new and different question. The difference between this type of sustaining

feedback and the next three types described is that this type does involve a

new question tothe same child because the last question has somehow been

answered. The next three types,involve sustaining the same question in an

attempt to improve some previous response. Whenever New Question (NEW Q) is
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checked, the next line of coding should have the same child's number and

Continue (CONT), checked-as the type of selection.,_

.1

Repeat question '(iRPT). -This category is checked whenever the teacher'either

repeats a question verbatim, or asks some kind of a prodding -question: It is
-

also checked if the teacher in any way indicates that she is still waiting for

an'answec. The important point-to remember about Repeat (RPT) feedback is.

that the teacher.,is not supplying any additional informatiob beyond the original

question,,and therefore not giving any clues to the answer; but is aFso-not

eliciting any other kind of answer beyond th* requeste the original question.
4

This feedback simply indicates to the child that the teacher is waiting for a

response. (Therefore it often occurs after a No Response (NR)by the child.)

Examples: "Do you 'know?"

"Can you answer that?"
"Well?"
"John?"

Rephrase/Clue (CLUE). This category is checked wheriever the teacher gives

the child a clue that could conceivdc direct his thinking to the right answer.

However, the child's arriving at the correct answer is not t-guaranteed 0the

clue:itseff. In other words, the teacher is not giving away,the answer by

providing the clue, but is doing something.that could help the child°,think of

the answer by him self. This occurs only after an initial Incorrect ((NC)

answer, a "Don't Know," (DK), or a No Response (NR). It can be coded on,

the same line as "Correct" if that line represents 0 "Error Correction." That

is, you can answer a clue-question'Correctly, then be asked another question

whicll also serves, as a clue to the original question.

Feedback that falls into this category may be one of two kinds. The

teacher may, give clues that are essentially rephrasings of the original question)

and therefore will lead to the same answer desired in the original question.
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Another, type of rephrase/clue (CLUE), is a new qu stion that is asking for

a different answer than +he original question, but which, -when answered,'

,
will help the child arrive at-the answer to the original question. An exampTe

of a Rephrase/clue (CLUE) for the question, "What was the name of the boy in

the story?" might be "Its the same as-the name of someone in our group," or

. .

"It starts with an R." This would be an e)ample-Jof the first type Of Rephrase/

clue (CLUE) just described. An example of this kind of feedback using a new

question for this- same original question might be 'Well, what was his brother's

name?" In both cases, the teacher is not giving away the answer, but is giving

the child clues which may help him arrive at the answerty himself.

Rephrase/Give (GIVE). This type of feedback is recorded whenever the teacher

simplifies the question to such an extent-that the Child is almost guaranteed

to answer the question correctly. Therefore, it accomplishes_essentially

the same purpose asithaRephrase/clue (CLUE) feedback, except that the pro-

bability of the child using the clue to 'arrive at the "correCt answer is increased

to almost certainty./ The teacher may accomplish this in,,several different ways,

and the coder must make a decision as to wh er or- not the teacher is essen-

tially_giving the answer to,the child with easy clues or is giving clues that

do not make the answer obvious.

Therefore, the difference between a CLUE and a GIVE is a matter-o,f degree .

of simplification. _If the .coder is uhcertaittabout which category a clue falls

.
into, then Clue.tsficiuld ire coded,.

.

v.
si,

Examples: "His name rhymes with candy but starts with an R."

"Well, k -a omrna o( a worm?"

After the il has hesitated on reading tree, the teacher says

"It's th tall thing outside the window with leaves on it."

or sa0' ; "1",.r-r-r- r-e-e-e," fading away before actually.,

saying thpiword.

.40
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Results of Sustaining Feedback

The two columns labeled IMP and UNIMP are to be considered every time and

only when a Repeat (RPT), Clue (CLUE), or Give (GIVE) has been coded. In other

words, this section is completed whenever there is sustaining feedback which

attempts to improve the child's response. Therefore, the next line of coding'

will have the child's number repeated and Error Correction (ERROR) checked for

selection. L

When this situation has occurred, the coder-should decide if the sustaining

feedback of the teacher,did indeed improve the child's response. An improvement

is defined as changing a No Response (NR) into anything else and changing an

Incorrect (INC) response or a Don't Know (DK) resp 11101 e into a Correct response.

1.f.an improvement occurred as a result of the sustaining feedback, then Improve-
.

ment (IMP) should be checked on the seine line as the check for the type of feed-
'

back:' Therefore, the indication of Ilnprovement (IMP) should correspond to the

answer described in the next liyeifor which Error Correction (ERROR) has been
o

checked. lf,no improvement in-the child's resp6nse occurred because of the
.

feedback, than No Improvement (NOIMP) should be checked on the same li.ne as the

check-for the sustaining feedback.

No checks should appear iri these two coluTns.when there has not been a

check in one of the last three col umh- of Sustining feqpilbacK2(RPT,'CLUE4,_ GIVE.)

so

I

a
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This section of the coding sheet Is used to record certain information '

about behavi ral contacts between the teacher and child. 2ehavioral contacts

are defined as non-academic occurences which concern the 'child's classroom

behavior and its appropriateness for the academic settin'. The behavioral section

is not,used to record an procedural, routine contacts, such as asking a child

to pais out books or o turn in his naper.When he has not been told before. In-

stead it records only corrective contacts (the child was not behavinc anpronri-
.

ately for the circumstances) or praiseworthy behavior (the,chid was hthaying

so appropriately that the teacher calls his and others' attention to, it.) Like

response opportunities, ocily public behavioral contacts are re0orded.

In coding behavioral contacts, within the group, the codeP should-enter the

Child number (c1-11.0;/) in the appropriate column,(" f6e. males, F1for females),
t.,, 4 .... 0

,

. }- , !
.

then enter a number :describing the behavior of the child which resulted in the

teacher reaction, then a check under one and'only one of the six colunns which

describe the teacher reaction to that child behavior. In addition, the Fpecificity

_category should he considered when a ;T=eacher reaction hasheen checked, althounh

it will not occur on'eveev

When an out-of-group contact occurs, instead of no tiny the child's uninue

number, the coder should write "08' under the " column under ("Mid 'lumber

(CH311). This is true whether the contact concerned a singlc; child diimore and
# .

I
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whether the sex of the chi.ldren inviTed was male or ferale.
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There will never

be a 998 under Female (F). Out-of-oroup contacts may only ha shown for t-ehaviors

11-14. [Note: This is *imply a coding convention to facilitte data tabulation.]

The in-i,group child behaviOrs ditcussed below are all inappropriate in nature

except for PIO, praiseworthy. Therefore, all of the in-nrOup behaviors with

this exceptionmust be coded alone with a corrective teacher contact of some

sort.,

The teacher's reactions, to he described below are either.favorahle (rraise),

non-ex istant (Jonore) or corrective ("ananement, Warning,orriticism, or ':orverhal

Intervention). Therefore, only corrective teacher feedhack can follow ina;nro-

priata in-group behaviors as defined in -the first nLne child behavior catenorHs,

and only praise can follow a child behavior of-Praispworthv. The only in-groun

child behavior, whjch may recorded with an Innore teacher reaction is a 'allout

unaccepted. ok,
.0.

When out,of -oroup contacts occur, An',/ teacher reaction is annlicahle, with

the exception of an lonore following a teacher-initiated contact.

For each line of coding of a behavioral Contact, only 9ne chile behavior

number may he entered, $hd only one category of teacher reaction may he checked.

If a teacher Corrects a chile for more than one kind of inappropriate behavior at

the same time, use the behavior number of the more outstanding deviation from

appropriateness. nor examnle, if a 'child was tlumhino and also staring outside

and the teacher reprimandad,Igm for both,-then the behavIor to be noted would be

the inattention, since this is nenerallv more in8"npronriate (me nayinn'?-rtention

at all) than slumping (baying attention hut not sitting un straight.)
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Child Behaviors

The behaviors and their numbers listed at the tafp of the coding sheet are
. ;

to be.,tised,to describe the children's.actions which instiaate reactions from', \ :

the teacher. The first ten apply onla to children being observed in the -group

--;>. ) ' ? 9, :
at that time.
... .

lr
,

:,

.

In-group llehaviors
. .

,
11

. , S, , > .

I. Call out unaecepted. This category is used to describe cafiduts by
. _

..' .,

,

a single child when the teacher did not accept their academIc content. Per

reaction instead was ,either to fanore (1,-.*) the child'
1

s behavior or ,to Oliver

some behavioral comment on it. The imnortant feature of 'all out una'ecelted

is that it was made by an individual child and the teacher did not accent-the

academic content of it. Call outs in this case are oiinterest onlvif they

-occurred in.resnonse to a guestion just asked by the teacher or, in resbonse to

another child's answer. The.t.is, they someTioi9 interrupt the nuestiOn-an wer-
,

Jeedbackseguence that is described in' the 'Response Opportunities' sec on.

This means that spont'aneoUs-comments by children when the teacher, is not guestioning

themas a group (such as during a time when all children are sunnosed to be
4 x. '

working on workbook activities jn the group') are not relevant for codinc. Also,

any comments that are irrelevant to the auestion being asked at that ;limn are not

Included in this coding. Tnly call outs that Pertain to the academic interaction'

-

that. ia going on at that time between teacher and a, child and that interrupts (or
, .

interrupt) that interacti.on.are of interest for coding..
. .

2. Call out accepted. This cAtegory is used to eescribe calt outs which. .

lap re accepted by -the teacher for,their academic content hut were also resnoVed
.

. . .

. .

, to,behavioralIN., l'f the call out
..

Was adce'pted but not responded, to beaviorally

,

4

83
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in some way, no entry is made in the '9ehavioral rsontacts section. wror'thvs

j ptepory, Ignore (MOR) can not be coded, since 'hy accenting the academic content

of the call out, the teacher could not innore it. rraile (?DAIS) is also in-
',

applicable. The same criteria for determining a codabte call out situation
s

just described under the heading of Call out accepted a P also relevant here.'

3. Individual inappropriate. This category is us td to describe any he-

,

hdvior by a single'child which is not disruptive to theirest of'the group but

which is responded to by 'the teacher in some way.. ()nlyicorrective ,types of
.2

' teacher reaction are'possihle here, and so Praise (rrAl) and Ignore (I r',.1(7)

cannot be coded. The most typical example of Individual inanoropriattl behavior

Is lackof attention to the lesson, such as staring away from the-nroun out the

window, sleeping, ellt.__!',uch misbehavior also excludes foe ndiv-idual hehaviors

described in other categories below.

4. Social talk. This catenory is used tcxdescrihe inappronriate interactions

6etween two or more students in the group. It may or may not he disruntiye to

other children in the nroun, and iT may' or may not he frienHIV in nature. 'lace
. s

it describes an inappropriate hPhavior noticed h.,/ the teacher- =the datecoril9s

of Praise"MAIS) and.Ignore (r'i) are not applicable 'lere:

5. rrivate "listurbance. This describes behavior by (Mb-I-individual child

in the group that is disruptive to the other children:" It -is to Ns. distincuished

from Individual Inappropriate behaviors h,v the criterion 1-1--t it could disturr

someone besides the teacher (although the other children awe not likplw--to

exhibit irritation). Examnles of disruative hetlavior might he awinninr( feet and

- -7

kicking the chair loudly, talking to oneself loudly, or standing on to of the.

chair and dancing. Again rraise (PPW;) and Ignore (In'-f+ are not annlica610 as

catenonlies of teacAr reactions.
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6. Posture. This category describes any inappropriate behavior related -'

to Offing straight 4spacinc oneself.from the other children, facing the_rinht
. 4

direction (except whn,the child was orininally in the richt place and has'turned

, ,.

areuM to attend to ,Omething in the room--this would f,e an exams of individual

l. 1..
.

. 4
,

.

i,n propriate,behvipr), or .anything else which primarily. has to dopiLth position-
.

ing oneself appropriately for the reading group. fnany of these contacts will.

'. .

come at the beg i.nn i n$
4.4 of the croup, althounh there mav'bP reminders -to sit up,

steinht throughoutthe lesson. Any'catenory except Praise and Innora ( ! P!) IS

. .

applicable here.

7. '''Ikt.erials. Anv behaviors related to the inacnropriate use of scool

materiAkin the croup is .descrihed here. This includes holdinn hooks, usin' or

not usinn markers in redinh, cleaninn trnsparencien, h4,1dinn nencils or

crayons, .turninn banes, ntc. Any catenory except Praise and lanore (i-") can bp.

used' to describe the-teacher's reaction to such h6haviorS.

8. Pontraband: This catenary inclUdes any Useaof inapnroOriate_mecirials

in the group, such as tovs cpewinn num,,candy, other scllool Work not certieent°

to reading, etc. It is therefore to hP distinnuished from'"aterials in that 11-3

ratter describes the inappropriate use ofjschool-related materials, while Con-
,

band refers to the use of inappropriate material?. Therefore, -'1c41.-iise-an`d lanorp.

are not applicable as teacher reactions for this catenory.

(3. Other in-group. ThiS category is used to dpscrihe other behaviors that

do:not fit into the categories.describe4 above in '1-8, which lead to sore correc-

',I-lye teacher coiitact. .

10. Praisewor'ihy.. This is a catch-all catnnery for any hehavior which is

nraised by the teacher for its appropriajenessand goodness. Therefore,

.

Y.

.
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(nr,711S), isthe only catenory of teacher reactiolf which is anolicahle for hn-

hayiors descrihed in thls catenorv. rememer that any behavior classified here
,40400°K

°

must he a.hehavior,- that is, not an ans./Pr or mental process which-js mere

ap6ropriately descri600 in the 'C'esponse copotui,ities" section.

:. ',,
,

Out of Gf,oUrr ,
,..;

viors.:
." . .

. . .. a ,

The next four catecories descrihe.contacts by the teacher with children od61-7

side the croup at that time. Two distinctions must he mada here: contacts may

,he either child-initiated or teacher-initiated,, and they either brief

or lone,

This

II.

12.

13.

14.

0 9, Zr

results in four classes"of out-of-nro0

child initiated brief ( brief)

r.

child initiated lone

Teacher initiated brief (T init brief)

Teacher initiated lone (T init.' lone') ,

'

contacts:
.PRAlpom,14.

41111010".

Child-initiated vs. Teacher initiated. A contact is considered to he &lie!-

initiated if the teacher does not resnond until a Chile or children annroach tier

to deliberately net-her attention. The reason for such annroachma/

neocedural, or personal. P teacher-initiated contact occurs when the teacher

notices and Speaks to a student who has. not tried to net her attention by aroroach-
.

inn her first. Therefore, the teacherAiinterrunfs the lesson herSelf.
b

':;.hen any contact results in the teacher ieayinn the lroun, it should he

noted at d'he ton of the coding sheet and-her absence timed. 'hen this oocurs,

there should be no line of coding in the hehayior61 section, ince the time the .

teacher is out orthe nroun -611 automatical ly be..-considered a lone out,-of-nroun

contatt.
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Brief vs. Ions contacts. A brief contact is one in which the teacher responds

to the child, with a few words or a non-verbal responseiyand only takes a second

or two to do this. Her reaction does not detract from her conduct of the lesson.

, .
, .

-

A pann contact is one which the teacher takes mare than a few words to-answer
)

c
-,..,,,,

thpchild.. Examplesot brief reactions would ..!"6" the w e of.a hand, '06 hpck to
. 4 ..L;

.

your seat,' "No f" "That's -fine,' 'Okay.' Pxamold's of
.....
nn reactions would he

, . .

. '10, I have told you never, to bother me up here when teachin4ginadinn, '^ut

your work in-the basket'whefl you're finished, ' 'Sharon, if you don't settle down,
4 ,

I'm noinn to keep you after school."
.

The coder should remember when ohservinc child-initiated contacts that she/he

ins recording the lennth of the teacher''s reaction, not the lennth of tire that

the child is arounc the teacher, unless the teacher reacts to the child bv stopoinn_

the- lesson i sten i nn for severa I seconds.
t

Teacher reactions

Praise (rPAls), Thus catenory is checked whenever the teacher responds

favorably to a child's behavior and lets'him know by complimentinr hi-, that

she is*pleased. Thn only catenaries of child behavior which are aoplicahle

here are "raisewortlly for in -croup contacts and tne four out-of-nr5up con-
.

tact's.
. . -

Examples of Praise (71n.AIS) are rl like the way can is sittin up today and

payinn attention," "Sandra, you're'workinn so well today. 1 haven't seen you

talk once.`- "r;ood, you're remembOinn to use your markertoav,," and "You really

paid attention whdn I ranc the hell, nick."

4,
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1.9nore (IGNOR). This catqgory is used whenever'the 4eacher's reaction is
446,

tO ignore a child and say nothing to him about a behavior which she nost likely

' was aware of. It is Onty used to describe the teacher's reactions to out-of-

group child-initiated contacts and the :first category of inappropriate in-group

ljehartiors, Call o6t unaccepted. When the coder feelisthata call out was

obvioysly _heard by_t e,,,eacher bIlt hot responded to, she/he should use this cate-
}-;

if
sr.Z

gory. But if the coder is unsure II the teacher heard theJcall out or not,

)

-

tben it should not be Ebded: The+ is,-the only cariA,,outs of interest are

those which are obvious. enough to get the teacher's attention and cOu'ld eSsily

be ascribed to the correct child -because they-were clear and loud enough.

Management, (MGMT) Warning, (WARN) and Criticism (CRIT). These three

categories are used to.descObe verbal corrective Contacts by the teacher.

They differ in the degree of irritation and anger and threats and punishment

expressed in the reaction. Management (MGMT). this is the mildest form of

4b

correction. It is delivered in a_calm, tin-irritable tone of.voice and does

.eot convey any threat of punishment. Warning (WARN). This category of correC-

4-
..etion is identifiable by a tone of irritation and perhaps an implied or stated

threat of punishMent in the Message. Criticism (CRIT). This is the most ex-

,

frema. form of correction. It is identifiable by either an angry toneof voice

or the delivery bf punishment bf some sort. If the teacher Somehow punished a

child b9 taking anY actions because of hile behavior, then thJ reaction should

be considered Criticism (CRIT), even if it was delivered with a pleasant tone.

Examples of this might.be putting the child's name on the board to Stay after

schoollsending him to the time-out corner, Or telling him that he has lost

playtime privileges. In addition, any correction delivered.by shouting at the

child, berating his Character, and being generally nasty should be tonsidered

Criticism.
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An example of distinctions might be:

"Please sit down and get back to work." delivered'in a calm manner.

(Management) ?

"Janet, ,.if you don't get back to work right nob, you can't go out

to recess."', (Warathg)(regardless of voice.tone)

I
.

"Sharon, get back t work," delivered in an irfritable tonei-(Warning)
7?

"Kelly, you're the worst worker. in this class. I don't know what Im

3 going to do with y " (triticisr0 (regard l es of' tone)

A

"Lee, your name is ing down on the bad workers list." (4riticism)

(regardless of ton 3

4

"Charlie," shoutecOngrily across the room. (Criticism)

"Charlie," said in en irritable tone, implying, "If you don't...."

(Warning)

"Charlie," said qui-btly, calmly. (Management)

Nonverbal intervention (NVINT). This category is used for corrective con-

,
7

tacts which are delivered by gestures and/or expressiOps without the use of

words. Examples might be shaking,,a finger, tapping someone to get attention,

putting one finger to mouth to indicate "stihh", putting hands on waist and

looking like one is about, to blow up, and shaking the head, This category may

be used for any child beha4 vior except Praiseworthy,

with behaviors which need correction.

SpecifiPityl(SPEC). This category is to be double-coded with one of the

other teacher reaction categories,' with the exception of Ignore (IGN). It is

similar in meaning to the Specificity category used' in the "Response Opportunity"

section. When used with Praise, it indicates that the teacher stated what be-

sipce it only is concerned

havior she was praising. When used with eny of the corrective categbries, it ill-
.

, .

dicates that the teacher defined an alternative behavior would be accep-

;;-:?"-V.\
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Examples:
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"I like the way you're sitting up so straight."% F

"Don't bother me in reading grbup. Sit down until I have a

chance to come and check your work."

"Sue, turn around in your seat and concentrate on your book in-
steadof talking to Bill."

wd

C
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INTRODUCTION ,

89

The instructional model' is based on two general print ples concerning

children's learning kn small groups:

I. It is desirable to have a balance between a'.) an efficient group

4

structure In which the pace rapid enough .to maintain interest and 'attention,

el

and b.) a group structure whichhelps the teacher to make sure that learning

is taking place for every chi Id. \
3 q

.".

2. It alsols desirable that 6hildren learn tofrespond!to every teacher ; 1

question, but without feeling anxious about Keying to make a response. .

Accomplishing eftber of these goals requires ,teacher judgment at many

/ .. ,

points in the l How questions be paced tk attention
t

, .

pons n e esson. ow fa. should quesons e paceo,eep aenon
,

and yet not lose anyone? Howlong-can you wait for a response from an individual

without losing the attention of the rest of the group? Whenshould you end a

chi I'd's response opportunity if he might know the, answer but seems afraid to

say anything? How long should a child be urged to respond before such 'encour-

agement creates embarrassment and anxiety?'

Specific answers to theie,questions cannot be prepared in advance, since

the situation is different for every child and every question. However, the,

system of principles_ outlined below can be used as a framework within which

the teacher, whOrknows the children, can make4ecisions., P4

,

The principles are presented below in a brief list. In the next section

, they are discussed in greater detail, along with the rationales and background

. .

information related to them. The system is divided into two major components:

I) organization and mangement; and 2) teacher.responses to children's answers.

In'order'to avoid confusion of pronouns; "she" will be used to refer

the teacher and 1,114,e" will refer to the student.
a
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OVEyIEW OF THE PRINc1PLES

I.. 'ORGANIZATON AND'MANAGEMENT

GETTING THE CHILDREN'S ATTENTION

I. The teacher giyiS everyone's attention before starting the lesson.

The,children sit with their backs to thelrest of the class while the

teacher.faces the. class.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON

3. The teacher introduces the lesson with a brief overview.

me' 4.. The teacher presents new-Obrds clearly.

5.. After presenting new words, the teacher has the children repeat them.

e

6. A demonstration or explanation precedes the children's attempts to

do the work:

CALLING. ON CHILDREN
4

7. The teacher should work with one'child at
)
a time, so that everyone is

9 checked and receives feedback.

8. :The teacher,should call o 'children lnorder rather than randomly.

9. Occasionally the teacher aid question a child about anothe'r

response (to keep everyone' alert).

10. The teacher should minimize calling on volunteets. .

II. The teacher ghould discourage calj outs and shpUld empkasize that' e ch

.child is.esponsible for the question asked*of him.
0

,i2. The teacher stiould avoid' rhetorical questions!, answering
her own

qu'etiOns, or repeatim questions. '6"-ele confuse the children.,

96
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MEETING INDIVIDUAL LEARNING NEEDS WITHIN THE GROUP

13. At tome point; the teacher must decide if the whole group can meet the

lesson's objectives. If sht decides they can, she should hold the grow;

together, making sure that everyone masters. each step before movingon to

the next step.

.

14. If the 'teacher decides that everyone cannot meet the objective, the

students who can do So should be taught through to the end'and then

diimissed, so that the teacher can spend more time with the other children:

15. An exception to the above.occurs When the teacher wants to .use a

student who has mastered the objective as a model for the others: Here, ,she

may retain One or more such studentS' in the group in Order to carry on a

diaiogue.

16. If some of the children do not succeed in Meeting the objectives before

lesson time is mp, arrangements should be made foredra tutorial help:

RESPONDING la CHILD'REN'S ANSWERS

.
The'teacher's feelback to children's answers depends on t) the type of

question (whether it requires memory.or reasoning), 2) the pace of question-
. .

.

ing(Whether rapid for drill or slower for more thoughtfdl questions), and

3) the child's answer (correct, incorrect, "I don't know," or no response).

'WHEN THE DOES NOT RESPOND

,
.

17. After asking a question-, the
teacher_waits.for thef.chlid to respond

. 0

and also sees that other children wait and do not call out answers:

)Iq5.:,,F:

()tieing rapid pacing, she waits a few.seconds and gives the answer. During

the more slowly paced parts of the lesson, the teacOr should wait for

an answer ds long as she feels that the child is thinking and will answer,

97
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but not so long as to embarass the child,a'losa th9 other children's

attention.

If the child does not respond within a reasonable time, the teacher

should indicate that some response is expected by probing ("Do you know?").

She should then eimelrfy (see #19) according to the type of question.

0

WHEN THE CHILD'S ANSWER- "1 INCORRECT ,

18. Theteacher. should indicate.that,the answer is, wrong, and then follow

simplification procedures outlined below for the'two types of questions.

SIMPLIFICATION PROCEDURES

19. the appropriee simplification procedure is determined by the type, of

question.

a. Iflr question deals'with factual knowledge that cannot be

reasoned out, the teacher should give the answer to the child
,

.

and then move on.

P. If the question is one that the child could reason out with-

help, the teachershoUld provide cities or simplify the question.

If.the clues still do. not help the child, he should be-given

the answer. The teacher shouldne'ver ask another child to suppty

the answer.

WHEN THE CHILD IS CORRECT
) _

- 20. Theteacher should acknowledge the correctness, and make sure that '

everyone else heard and understood the answer.

. PRAISE AND CRITICISM ,

t

.21. Praise is important but should not be used indiscriminately. Praise

thinking and effort more than just getting'the answer, and make praise as'

98 /
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specific and indivi dual, as le;
le 93

22. Criticism should 'also be as specific as possible and shoUld include

specification of desirable or correct atternatives
@

1
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-HIGH INFMENCE SCALES

. ,
SEATING: Teacher- I / 3 '4 50Bynd/

.

In App /r

0 n/a T: Child- I 2 3'4 5 Eli_,B(jrd

/..t] n/a Ch. rf

.

ATTENTION-GETTING 1 'yes
.

no 1

1TRANSITIONS: L

I. IndIvid-routine

I

I. bell ' 2. group f7SIgnal
...

2. lights 3. other 9
DEMONSTRATION /EXPLANATION __ _ _ "' : .,_ __ __3. verbal_ ... _

time to group

.

4. Individ-routine after signal , I 2 3 4 5 Teacher

.

School

time to T.
5. other. . 1. occurred,

2. needed/not occur //

3. not needed/not ocoffr.

4. repetition of d

total number
[

beyond .

routine .
.

no individ-corrective
3-151711d attending I 2 3 4 5

0% 100%.

.

.'

Yr' Svff16* Y. p.

//2: b. ay.

///
3.

aay.*ay.

5. ex. .

. Group

IN-GROUP:
I

yes no 1 .

I. individ-routine ,

time to lesson I. bell 4--- 2. only indiv corrective
.

Date

.NO. -of Indiv/

2. -lights 3. other i -C pecks for feedback:......,

3. verbal " ,

- I, question ..

2. repeat

3. demonstr
..

4. starts les
5, none (wb)

.

_

correct

% child attending
I 2 3 4 5

0% - 100%

4. IndivId-rout after signal .

5. other . rTglftime
-

.

total number
.

.

.

Children's Comprehension:OVERVIEW:
.

,

Stop Time

" ti-,

t .'

content: I. no ins**. content ° 2. meth 3. specific content I. 0% -

motiv: 1. neg 2. wcPne 3. nonspec. pos 4. specif. pos. 5. both 2. 25%

voice: 1. neg 2; bore 3. neut 4. pos 5. gush
3. 50% .

,

4 75%
. No. fl. Pip

,t... .
0

effect: 1. neg 2. bore 3. neut 4. pos . 5. excitement
.,

5. 100%
6. Can't rate.

BREAKING UP THE GROUP: .. MODEL:
'

.

Co. r
NEW WORDS: I 2 3 4 10

. 1. done .. I. group 2. broken _3. none I. begin
during

2. give
child

3% phonic
context
both

- neither

1. choral

"indiv
7. all

scmp

CHORAL:

GP. CALL OUTS.

.

OUESTIONS4

2. .needed, not done ,-
3. not needed, 'not done Feddback:

(.'acknowledgement
I.

I. high Taught, dismissed 2. few specifics
2. highs dismissedn/o teaching....A.... 3. moderate specifics

.- 3. jod dismissed 4. frequent specifics
'

.
_fl. Rhet _____
2. Ans.Own

.........

3. series

4. Other
(notel-

.

4. other 5. always specific feedback
............3 .........................0.

..

Expectations communicated:
1 2 3 4. 5 .

neg no differential
to low expectations

.

k

Expectations communicated:
1 2 3 4 5

praise model, Limits comments about

crit,,others different.abilitles
,

, :

. .

.

. r .

.

--
Nil I.% el
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T4 eacher Group

School '
Date

No. in O'o of

t

4,

/

SILECTION

Initial Sube

C 'OPNIICCE
Iii R R .1/ 0 A 9 R
D DEOLLITR
0 r. L L T 0
, F

INPIlbow

,goma/p/P

row.,

,
41
a.m.=

°Time start Page of ( Child behaviors: '

1.Callout unaccepted.

, Time stop Coder 2.Cellout accepted
3.Indiv inapp

coxrExri 1.slou, no WB -Teacher out: (+.social

2.WB 1. Byd't 5.private disturb.

3.Dri11 2, Byd 6.posture .(

4.New reading 3. Byd 7.meteiia14 .

5.Rereading

RSESPONSE 0.PPO TUNITIES

E TIO

0
1.1

WEBS

Read Non-re d

T E R R W W ECPO I
U N E d d d ERR,ON
RD PCRA ROOMTHET SID.PR

C G T

.4

a

1.

144
'

..att

C I 21) 11,,

b N K R
R C
R.

N
0

F
B

E P

M R
P C

H S

Te,rra
P C S G A C
R ft, 13 A 0 A..

A I K
I T c L

N

E

ESULTS'

Sust

RC" IN
M' oTV P I

401

r

2 1-
__..,.

-8.Contrabend
9o4her in -group

10.praincuathy
. OUT-Or-GRQUP

init brief

12.0 snit long
13.T snit brief

14.T snit long

tE11AVIORAL
C 0 N T A C T S

H
D
#

F

3 ? I

R
A N

I 0

S R

C

G A R
R I

T N T

N S

P
I E

C

7-

eft Twww en/.
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